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– H O W A R D  E T  A L . ,  S C I E N C E ,  2 0 1 0  
(eta Earth survey)

“We report the occurrence rate of close-in planets (with orbital periods less than 50 
days), based on precise Doppler measurements of 166 Sun-like stars. We measured 

increasing planet occurrence with decreasing planet mass (M). Extrapolation of a 
power-law mass distribution […], predicts that 23% of stars harbor a close-in Earth-mass 

planet (ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 Earth masses).” 

For each star without a detected or candidate
planet, we computed on a fine grid of orbital pe-
riods the maximum planet mass that would be

compatible with the RV measurements. We as-
sumed circular orbits and removed linear trends
and stellar activity correlations (when appropriate)

before fitting. Above this mass limit at a partic-
ular period, a planet would be detected; below it,
the existence of a planet cannot be ruled out.
Folding together these limits for all stars, we de-
rived a search completeness function, C(P, M
sini). As shown in Fig. 1, C is the fraction of stars
with measurements sufficient to rule out planets
of a given minimum mass and orbital period.

We computed the occurrence rate—the frac-
tion of stars orbited by planets—in five planet-
mass domains restricted to orbital periods of P <
50 days (Fig. 2). In the three largest mass do-
mains, our survey is complete because these plan-
ets impart easily detectable Doppler signatures
(K > 9 m s−1). In the two lowest-mass domains,
there are markedly higher planet occurrence rates,
despite reduced sensitivity (depicted by the shaded
regions in Fig. 1). We corrected for this incom-
pleteness by computing a “missing planet correc-
tion” by sampling C(P, M sini) for each detected
and candidate planet. The fraction of stars capa-
ble of revealing each planet is C; therefore, for
each detected or candidate planet, 1/C − 1 missed
planets remain undetected. Summing over de-
tected and candidate planets, we estimate that
10.2 and 4.6 planets were missed in the 3 to 10
and 10 to 30MEarth mass domains, respectively.
Including these missed planets and using bino-
mial statistics (SOM), we computed the planet
occurrence rates shown in Fig. 2. There is a sub-
stantial increase in planet occurrence with de-
creasing planet mass.

We fit the planet occurrence rate in five mass
domains to a power law, df/dlogME = kME

a,
where df/dlogME is the occurrence rate in a log10
mass interval,M =ME sini/MEarth, k ¼ 0:39þ0:27

−0:16 ,
and a ¼ −0:48þ0:12

−0:14 . Using this model, we ex-
trapolated speculatively into two important mass
domains below our detection limit. We expect
planets of mass from 1 to 3MEarth to orbit 14þ8

−5 %
of Sun-like stars. For Earth-mass planets with
M sini = 0.5 to 2 MEarth and P < 50 days, we
predict an occurrence rate of hEarth ¼ 23þ16

−10 %.
Our measurements in the two largest mass

domains are consistent with a 1.2 T 0.2% oc-
currence rate of “hot Jupiters” within 0.1 AU
(P < ~12 days) for FGK dwarfs (23). At lower
masses, our results are consistent with the two
planets in the mass rangeM sini = 5 to 30MEarth

with P < 16 days detected around 24 FGK
dwarfs surveyed by the Anglo-Australian Tele-
scope (24). Mayor et al. have noted a substan-
tially higher planet occurrence rate, from 30 T
10% (25) to “at least 50%” (26), for planets
with M sini = 3 to 30 MEarth and P < 50 days
around GK stars, based on measurements with
the HARPS (High Accuracy Radial Velocity
Planetary Search) spectrometer. Accounting for
missed planets, we find an occurrence rate of
15þ5

−4 % with a 24% upper limit (95% confidence)
for this range of parameters.

Our analysis extends to lower masses the
work of Cumming et al. (27), who measured
10.5% of solar-type stars hosting a gas-giant
planet (M sini = 100 to 3000 MEarth, P = 2 to

Fig. 1. Detected planets
(green circles) and candi-
date planets (orange tri-
angles) from the Eta-Earth
Survey as a function of
orbital period and mini-
mum mass. Five mass do-
mains (3 to 10, 10 to 30,
30 to 100, 100 to 300,
and 300 to 1000 MEarth)
out to 50-day orbits are
marked with dashed lines.
Search completeness—
the fraction of stars with
measurements sufficient
to rule out planets in cir-
cular orbits of a given
minimum mass and or-
bital period—is shown as
blue contours from 0.0 to
1.0 in steps of 0.1.
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Fig. 2. Histogram of the occurrence rate of stars hosting planets with orbital periods of less than 50 days
in five mass ranges. Detected (green), candidate (orange), and missed (blue) planets are depicted sep-
arately. Missed planets statistically correct for planets that are detectable by measurements at 1 m s−1 but
were missed because of nonuniform sensitivity.
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For each star without a detected or candidate
planet, we computed on a fine grid of orbital pe-
riods the maximum planet mass that would be

compatible with the RV measurements. We as-
sumed circular orbits and removed linear trends
and stellar activity correlations (when appropriate)

before fitting. Above this mass limit at a partic-
ular period, a planet would be detected; below it,
the existence of a planet cannot be ruled out.
Folding together these limits for all stars, we de-
rived a search completeness function, C(P, M
sini). As shown in Fig. 1, C is the fraction of stars
with measurements sufficient to rule out planets
of a given minimum mass and orbital period.

We computed the occurrence rate—the frac-
tion of stars orbited by planets—in five planet-
mass domains restricted to orbital periods of P <
50 days (Fig. 2). In the three largest mass do-
mains, our survey is complete because these plan-
ets impart easily detectable Doppler signatures
(K > 9 m s−1). In the two lowest-mass domains,
there are markedly higher planet occurrence rates,
despite reduced sensitivity (depicted by the shaded
regions in Fig. 1). We corrected for this incom-
pleteness by computing a “missing planet correc-
tion” by sampling C(P, M sini) for each detected
and candidate planet. The fraction of stars capa-
ble of revealing each planet is C; therefore, for
each detected or candidate planet, 1/C − 1 missed
planets remain undetected. Summing over de-
tected and candidate planets, we estimate that
10.2 and 4.6 planets were missed in the 3 to 10
and 10 to 30MEarth mass domains, respectively.
Including these missed planets and using bino-
mial statistics (SOM), we computed the planet
occurrence rates shown in Fig. 2. There is a sub-
stantial increase in planet occurrence with de-
creasing planet mass.

We fit the planet occurrence rate in five mass
domains to a power law, df/dlogME = kME

a,
where df/dlogME is the occurrence rate in a log10
mass interval,M =ME sini/MEarth, k ¼ 0:39þ0:27

−0:16 ,
and a ¼ −0:48þ0:12

−0:14 . Using this model, we ex-
trapolated speculatively into two important mass
domains below our detection limit. We expect
planets of mass from 1 to 3MEarth to orbit 14þ8

−5 %
of Sun-like stars. For Earth-mass planets with
M sini = 0.5 to 2 MEarth and P < 50 days, we
predict an occurrence rate of hEarth ¼ 23þ16

−10 %.
Our measurements in the two largest mass

domains are consistent with a 1.2 T 0.2% oc-
currence rate of “hot Jupiters” within 0.1 AU
(P < ~12 days) for FGK dwarfs (23). At lower
masses, our results are consistent with the two
planets in the mass rangeM sini = 5 to 30MEarth

with P < 16 days detected around 24 FGK
dwarfs surveyed by the Anglo-Australian Tele-
scope (24). Mayor et al. have noted a substan-
tially higher planet occurrence rate, from 30 T
10% (25) to “at least 50%” (26), for planets
with M sini = 3 to 30 MEarth and P < 50 days
around GK stars, based on measurements with
the HARPS (High Accuracy Radial Velocity
Planetary Search) spectrometer. Accounting for
missed planets, we find an occurrence rate of
15þ5

−4 % with a 24% upper limit (95% confidence)
for this range of parameters.

Our analysis extends to lower masses the
work of Cumming et al. (27), who measured
10.5% of solar-type stars hosting a gas-giant
planet (M sini = 100 to 3000 MEarth, P = 2 to

Fig. 1. Detected planets
(green circles) and candi-
date planets (orange tri-
angles) from the Eta-Earth
Survey as a function of
orbital period and mini-
mum mass. Five mass do-
mains (3 to 10, 10 to 30,
30 to 100, 100 to 300,
and 300 to 1000 MEarth)
out to 50-day orbits are
marked with dashed lines.
Search completeness—
the fraction of stars with
measurements sufficient
to rule out planets in cir-
cular orbits of a given
minimum mass and or-
bital period—is shown as
blue contours from 0.0 to
1.0 in steps of 0.1.
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M. Mayor et al.: The HARPS search for southern extra-solar planets
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Fig. 10. Observed mass histogram for the planets in the com-
bined sample. Before any bias correction, we can already notice
the importance of the sub-population of low-mass planets. We
also remark a gap in the histogram between planets with masses
above and below ⇠30 M�.

4.4. The period distribution of Super-Earth and
Neptune-mass planets

The observed distribution of orbital periods for planets less mas-
sive than 30 M� is illustrated in Fig.13. In Fig.14, the same dis-
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but for planets with periods smaller than
100 days. We see the dominance of low-mass planet with short
orbital periods.
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Fig. 12. Histograms of planetary masses, comparing the ob-
served histogram (black line) and the equivalent histogram after
correction for the detection bias (red line).

tribution is reproduced with a black histogram, to be compared
with the histogram after correction for detection incompleteness
(red histogram). In agreement with Kepler’s preliminary find-
ings (Borucki et al. 2011), the sub-population of low-mass planet
appears mostly confined to tight orbits. The majority of these
low-mass planets have periods shorter than 100 days. Low-mass
planets on longer periods are of course more a↵ected by detec-
tion limits, this is however, at least partly, taken into account in
our bias estimate and correction. We conclude that this feature
must be real.

4.5. Orbital eccentricities of Super-Earth and Neptune-type
planets

Figure 15 displays the orbital eccentricities as a function of the
planetary mass. We can remark the very large scatter of orbital
eccentricities measured for gaseous giant planets, some of them
having eccentricities as large as 0.93. Such very large eccentric-
ities are not observed for planets with masses smaller than about
30 M� for which the most extrem values are limited around 0.45.
For low-mass planets the estimation of small orbital eccentricites
of the best keplerian fit is biased. For the moment, the eccentric-
ities below 0.2 (and small masses) have to be considered with
caution .

4.6. Fraction of multiplanetary systems with low mass
planets

For systems with planets less massive than 30 M�, the fraction
of multi-planetary systems is extremely high. For the 24 con-
cerned systems this fraction exceeds 70 %. It is tempting to have
a rate of multi-planetary systems hosting at least one gaseous
giant planets. Unfortunately, the optimum observing strategy
needed to detect low-mass planets has not been applied to every

9

– M AY O R  E T  A L . ,  A R X I V: 1 1 0 9 . 2 4 9 7  
(CORALIE / HARPS)

“… [M]ore than 50% of solar-type stars harbour at least one planet of any mass and with period up to 
100 days. […] The mass distribution of Super-Earths and Neptune-mass planets (SEN) is strongly 

increasing between 30 and 15 M⊕ . The SEN occurrence rate does not exhibit a preference for metal rich 
stars. [T]he occurrence rate of gaseous giant planets is growing with the logarithm of the period, and is 

strongly increasing with the host-star metallicity. About 14 % of solar-type stars have a planetary 
companion more massive than 50 M⊕ on an orbit with a period shorter than 10 years. Orbital 

eccentricities of giant planets are observed up to 0.9 and beyond.” 

M. Mayor et al.: The HARPS search for southern extra-solar planets
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Fig. 16. Histograms of host star metallicities ([Fe/H]) for giant
gaseous planets (black), for planets less massive than 30 M�
(red), and for the global combined sample stars (blue). The lat-
ter histogram has been multiplied by 0.1 for visual comparison
reason.

set at about 30-40 M�. At the exception of a single star, all the
stars hosting planets less massive than 40 M� have metallicities
below [Fe/H]= 0.20. This is well in contrast with the situation
for stars hosting more massive planets. Interestingly this mass
corresponds about to local the minimum in the mass distribu-
tion between Neptunes and gaseous giants (see e.g. Fig. 10 or
Fig. 11).

The correlation between the occurrence of giant planets and
the metallicity of the host star (i.e. the metallicity of the ma-
terial in the proto-planetary disc) is a natural outcome of the
core accretion planet formation theory. In this paradigm, mas-
sive gaseous planets form by runaway gas accretion onto cores
exceeding a critical mass, typically of the order of 10 � 20 M�.
The gas accretion from the disc goes on until the disc vanishes,
typically after a few million years. Hence, the sooner in the evo-
lution of the disk a critical-mass core can form, the larger the
amount of gas that will still be available for accretion. A high
metallicity (interpreted as a large dust-to-gas ratio in the mod-
els) and/or massive discs favors the early growth of such critical
cores. Conversely, lower-mass planets that do not accrete signifi-
cant amount of gas, can grow their cores over a longer timescale
and therefore do not depend as critically upon the metallicity.
These e↵ects have been born out in the population synthesis
models by Mordasini & al. (2011).

6. Planets in the habitable zone of solar-type stars

All the very specific properties of the population of low-mass
planets (super-Earths and Neptune-mass planets) are of special
interest for constraining the formation of planetary systems. In
addition to this, the surveys targeting low-mass planets, in the
same way as the parallel e↵orts aiming to increase the precision
of spectrographs optimized for Doppler measurements are pur-
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Fig. 17. Estimation of the planetary-mass limit between the two
regimes for the metallicity dependance of host stars. A vertical
line at 30 M� distinguishes the two populations. We should note
that such a limit also corresponds to the gap in the mass distribu-
tion (see Fig.10 and 12). On the right side of the vertical line we
do not observe significant changes of the metallicity distribution
above 30 M�. We remark that stars with metallicity exceeding
0.15 are for their huge majority associated with planets more
massive than 30 M�.

suing a still more di�cult challenge, the detection of Earth twins,
rocky planets orbiting stars in the so-called habitable zone, and
possibly around stars as close as possible to the Sun. This last
condition is of special importance for future experiments aiming
at the spectroscopic follow-up of the planet, in order to e.g. char-
acterize its atmosphere. For this long-term goal we would like
to contribute to an ”input catalogue” with a significant number
of entries. Would Doppler spectroscopy have a chance to fulfill
such an ambitious goal?

At present, already 2 super-Earths located in the habitable
zone of their host star have been detected with the HARPS in-
strument. The first one, Gl 581 d is part of a multi-planetary sys-
tem hosting 4 low-mass planets. Gl 581 d has been detected by
Udry et al. (2007). As a result of the aliasing with the sideral
year, its orbital period had to be corrected later (Mayor et al.
2009a). The minimum mass and orbital period of Gl 581 d are
7 M� and 66 days. Despite its rather short period the planet ap-
pears as the first super-Earth discovered in the habitable zone
due to the very late spectral type and low mass of Gl 581 (M5V,
0.3 M�). Models of the atmosphere of Gl 581 d have demon-
strated the possibility of habitability (Kaltenegger et al. 2011a;
Wordsworth et al. 2011; Hu & Ding 2011). The discovery
of another super-Earth in the habitable zone of the same star
(G 581 g) was claimed by (Vogt et al. 2010). Statistical reanalysis
of the published velocity data could unfortunately not confirm
the detection (Andrae et al. 2010; Gregory 2011; Tuomi 2011).
Doubling the number of available precise HARPS measurements
Forveille & al. (2011) ruled out the existence of Gl 581 g.
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M. Mayor et al.: The HARPS search for southern extra-solar planets
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Fig. 10. Observed mass histogram for the planets in the com-
bined sample. Before any bias correction, we can already notice
the importance of the sub-population of low-mass planets. We
also remark a gap in the histogram between planets with masses
above and below ⇠30 M�.

4.4. The period distribution of Super-Earth and
Neptune-mass planets

The observed distribution of orbital periods for planets less mas-
sive than 30 M� is illustrated in Fig.13. In Fig.14, the same dis-
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but for planets with periods smaller than
100 days. We see the dominance of low-mass planet with short
orbital periods.
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Fig. 12. Histograms of planetary masses, comparing the ob-
served histogram (black line) and the equivalent histogram after
correction for the detection bias (red line).

tribution is reproduced with a black histogram, to be compared
with the histogram after correction for detection incompleteness
(red histogram). In agreement with Kepler’s preliminary find-
ings (Borucki et al. 2011), the sub-population of low-mass planet
appears mostly confined to tight orbits. The majority of these
low-mass planets have periods shorter than 100 days. Low-mass
planets on longer periods are of course more a↵ected by detec-
tion limits, this is however, at least partly, taken into account in
our bias estimate and correction. We conclude that this feature
must be real.
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Fig. 16. Histograms of host star metallicities ([Fe/H]) for giant
gaseous planets (black), for planets less massive than 30 M�
(red), and for the global combined sample stars (blue). The lat-
ter histogram has been multiplied by 0.1 for visual comparison
reason.

set at about 30-40 M�. At the exception of a single star, all the
stars hosting planets less massive than 40 M� have metallicities
below [Fe/H]= 0.20. This is well in contrast with the situation
for stars hosting more massive planets. Interestingly this mass
corresponds about to local the minimum in the mass distribu-
tion between Neptunes and gaseous giants (see e.g. Fig. 10 or
Fig. 11).

The correlation between the occurrence of giant planets and
the metallicity of the host star (i.e. the metallicity of the ma-
terial in the proto-planetary disc) is a natural outcome of the
core accretion planet formation theory. In this paradigm, mas-
sive gaseous planets form by runaway gas accretion onto cores
exceeding a critical mass, typically of the order of 10 � 20 M�.
The gas accretion from the disc goes on until the disc vanishes,
typically after a few million years. Hence, the sooner in the evo-
lution of the disk a critical-mass core can form, the larger the
amount of gas that will still be available for accretion. A high
metallicity (interpreted as a large dust-to-gas ratio in the mod-
els) and/or massive discs favors the early growth of such critical
cores. Conversely, lower-mass planets that do not accrete signifi-
cant amount of gas, can grow their cores over a longer timescale
and therefore do not depend as critically upon the metallicity.
These e↵ects have been born out in the population synthesis
models by Mordasini & al. (2011).

6. Planets in the habitable zone of solar-type stars

All the very specific properties of the population of low-mass
planets (super-Earths and Neptune-mass planets) are of special
interest for constraining the formation of planetary systems. In
addition to this, the surveys targeting low-mass planets, in the
same way as the parallel e↵orts aiming to increase the precision
of spectrographs optimized for Doppler measurements are pur-
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[d

ex
]
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Fig. 17. Estimation of the planetary-mass limit between the two
regimes for the metallicity dependance of host stars. A vertical
line at 30 M� distinguishes the two populations. We should note
that such a limit also corresponds to the gap in the mass distribu-
tion (see Fig.10 and 12). On the right side of the vertical line we
do not observe significant changes of the metallicity distribution
above 30 M�. We remark that stars with metallicity exceeding
0.15 are for their huge majority associated with planets more
massive than 30 M�.

suing a still more di�cult challenge, the detection of Earth twins,
rocky planets orbiting stars in the so-called habitable zone, and
possibly around stars as close as possible to the Sun. This last
condition is of special importance for future experiments aiming
at the spectroscopic follow-up of the planet, in order to e.g. char-
acterize its atmosphere. For this long-term goal we would like
to contribute to an ”input catalogue” with a significant number
of entries. Would Doppler spectroscopy have a chance to fulfill
such an ambitious goal?

At present, already 2 super-Earths located in the habitable
zone of their host star have been detected with the HARPS in-
strument. The first one, Gl 581 d is part of a multi-planetary sys-
tem hosting 4 low-mass planets. Gl 581 d has been detected by
Udry et al. (2007). As a result of the aliasing with the sideral
year, its orbital period had to be corrected later (Mayor et al.
2009a). The minimum mass and orbital period of Gl 581 d are
7 M� and 66 days. Despite its rather short period the planet ap-
pears as the first super-Earth discovered in the habitable zone
due to the very late spectral type and low mass of Gl 581 (M5V,
0.3 M�). Models of the atmosphere of Gl 581 d have demon-
strated the possibility of habitability (Kaltenegger et al. 2011a;
Wordsworth et al. 2011; Hu & Ding 2011). The discovery
of another super-Earth in the habitable zone of the same star
(G 581 g) was claimed by (Vogt et al. 2010). Statistical reanalysis
of the published velocity data could unfortunately not confirm
the detection (Andrae et al. 2010; Gregory 2011; Tuomi 2011).
Doubling the number of available precise HARPS measurements
Forveille & al. (2011) ruled out the existence of Gl 581 g.
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– H O W A R D  E T  A L . ,  A P J S ,  2 0 1 2  
(Kepler)

“… rapid increase in planet 
occurrence with decreasing 

planet size […]” 
!

“Planets with orbital periods 
shorter than 2 days are 

extremely rare. […]  
!

“For all planets with orbital 
periods less than 50 days, we 

measure occurrence of 0.130 ± 
0.008, 0.023 ± 0.003, and 0.013 

± 0.002 planets per star for 
planets with radii 2–4, 4–8, and 

8–32 R⊕. […]  
!

“[T]he occurrence of 2–4 R⊕ 
planets in the Kepler field 

increases with decreasing Teff.”

The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 201:15 (20pp), 2012 August Howard et al.
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Figure 4. Planet occurrence as a function of planet radius and orbital period for P < 50 days. Planet occurrence spans more than three orders of magnitude and
increases substantially for longer orbital periods and smaller planet radii. Planets detected by Kepler having SNR > 10 are shown as black dots. The phase space
is divided into a grid of logarithmically spaced cells within which planet occurrence is computed. Only stars in the “solar subset” (see selection criteria in Table 1)
were used to compute occurrence. Cell color indicates planet occurrence with the color scale on the top in two sets of units, occurrence per cell and occurrence per
logarithmic area unit. White cells contain no detected planets. Planet occurrence measurements are incomplete and likely contain systematic errors in the hatched
region (Rp < 2 R⊕). Annotations in white text within each cell list occurrence statistics: upper left—the number of detected planets with SNR > 10, npl,cell, and in
parentheses the number of augmented planets correcting for non-transiting geometries, npl,aug,cell; lower left—the number of stars surveyed by Kepler around which a
hypothetical transiting planet with Rp and P values from the middle of the cell could be detected with SNR > 10; lower right—fcell, planet occurrence, corrected for
geometry and detection incompleteness; upper right—d2f/d log10 P/d log10 Rp, planet occurrence per logarithmic area unit (d log10 P d log10 Rp = 28.5 grid cells).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

which any eclipsing binary must reside. As 12% of the planet
candidates had an eclipsing binary within the ∼10 pixels total of
the photometric aperture, the rate of eclipsing binaries hidden
behind the remaining 1 pixel is likely to be ∼1.2%, a small
probability of false positives. The bound, hierarchical eclipsing
binaries were estimated by Morton & Johnson (2011b), finding
that another few percent may be such false positives, yielding a
total false-positive probability of ∼5%–10%. Morton & Johnson
(2011b) note that the false-positive probability depends on
transit depth δ, galactic latitude b, and Kp. Using their “detailed
framework” and computing the false-positive probability for
each of the 438 planet candidates among our “solar subset”

(Table 1), we estimate that ∼22 planet candidates are actually
false positives.31 The resulting false-positive rate of 5% is on the
low end of the 5%–10% estimate above because we restricted
our stellar sample to bright main-sequence stars and planet

31 We note that while the precise details of these estimates depend on a priori
assumptions of the overall planet occurrence rate (which we conservatively
take to be 20%) and of the planet radius distribution (which follows Figure 5 of
Morton & Johnson 2011b), the overall low false-positive probability is
controlled by the relative scarcity of blend scenarios compared to planets. We
also note that these estimates do not account for uncertainties in R⋆, which
may result in some jovian-sized candidates actually being M dwarfs eclipsing
subgiant stars.
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Figure 4. Planet occurrence as a function of planet radius and orbital period for P < 50 days. Planet occurrence spans more than three orders of magnitude and
increases substantially for longer orbital periods and smaller planet radii. Planets detected by Kepler having SNR > 10 are shown as black dots. The phase space
is divided into a grid of logarithmically spaced cells within which planet occurrence is computed. Only stars in the “solar subset” (see selection criteria in Table 1)
were used to compute occurrence. Cell color indicates planet occurrence with the color scale on the top in two sets of units, occurrence per cell and occurrence per
logarithmic area unit. White cells contain no detected planets. Planet occurrence measurements are incomplete and likely contain systematic errors in the hatched
region (Rp < 2 R⊕). Annotations in white text within each cell list occurrence statistics: upper left—the number of detected planets with SNR > 10, npl,cell, and in
parentheses the number of augmented planets correcting for non-transiting geometries, npl,aug,cell; lower left—the number of stars surveyed by Kepler around which a
hypothetical transiting planet with Rp and P values from the middle of the cell could be detected with SNR > 10; lower right—fcell, planet occurrence, corrected for
geometry and detection incompleteness; upper right—d2f/d log10 P/d log10 Rp, planet occurrence per logarithmic area unit (d log10 P d log10 Rp = 28.5 grid cells).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

which any eclipsing binary must reside. As 12% of the planet
candidates had an eclipsing binary within the ∼10 pixels total of
the photometric aperture, the rate of eclipsing binaries hidden
behind the remaining 1 pixel is likely to be ∼1.2%, a small
probability of false positives. The bound, hierarchical eclipsing
binaries were estimated by Morton & Johnson (2011b), finding
that another few percent may be such false positives, yielding a
total false-positive probability of ∼5%–10%. Morton & Johnson
(2011b) note that the false-positive probability depends on
transit depth δ, galactic latitude b, and Kp. Using their “detailed
framework” and computing the false-positive probability for
each of the 438 planet candidates among our “solar subset”

(Table 1), we estimate that ∼22 planet candidates are actually
false positives.31 The resulting false-positive rate of 5% is on the
low end of the 5%–10% estimate above because we restricted
our stellar sample to bright main-sequence stars and planet

31 We note that while the precise details of these estimates depend on a priori
assumptions of the overall planet occurrence rate (which we conservatively
take to be 20%) and of the planet radius distribution (which follows Figure 5 of
Morton & Johnson 2011b), the overall low false-positive probability is
controlled by the relative scarcity of blend scenarios compared to planets. We
also note that these estimates do not account for uncertainties in R⋆, which
may result in some jovian-sized candidates actually being M dwarfs eclipsing
subgiant stars.
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– P E T I G U R A ,  H O W A R D  &  M A R C Y,  P N A S ,  2 0 1 3  
(Kepler)

“We find that 11 ± 4% of Sun-like stars harbour an Earth-size planet receiving between one 
and four times the stellar intensity as Earth. We also find that the occurrence of Earth-size 
planets is constant with increasing orbital period (P), within equal intervals of log P up to 
∼200 d. Extrapolating, one finds 5.7+1.7

−2.2% of Sun-like stars harbour an Earth-size planet 
with orbital periods of 200–400 d.”

We compute the distribution of planet sizes, including all or-
bital periods P = 5–100 d, by summing f ðP;RPÞ over all periods.
The resulting planet size distribution is shown in Fig. 3A. Planets
with orbital periods of 5–100 d have a characteristic shape to
their size distribution (Fig. 3A). Jupiter-sized planets ð11 R⊕Þ
are rare, but the occurrence of planets rises steadily with de-
creasing size down to about 2 R⊕. The distribution is nearly flat
(equal numbers of planets per log RP interval) for 1–2 R⊕ planets.
We find that 26 ± 3% of Sun-like stars harbor an Earth-size planet
ð1− 2 R⊕Þ with P = 5–100 d, compared with 1.6 ± 0.4% occur-
rence of Jupiter-size planets ð8− 16 R⊕Þ.
We also computed the distribution of orbital periods, includ-

ing all planet sizes, by summing each period interval of f ðP;RPÞ
over all planet radii. As shown in Fig. 3B, the occurrence of
planets larger than Earth rises from 8.9 ± 0.7% in the P = 6.25–
12.5 d domain to 13.7 ± 1.2% in the P = 12.5–25 d interval and

is consistent with constant for larger periods. This rise and
plateau feature was observed for & 2 R⊕ planets in earlier work
(5, 12).
Two effects lead to minor corrections to our occurrence esti-

mates. First, some planets in multitransiting systems are missed
by TERRA. Second, a small number of eKOIs are false detec-
tions. These two effects are small, and they provide corrections
to our occurrence statistics with opposite signs. To illustrate their
impact, we consider the small and long period (P > 50 d) planets
that are the focus of this study.
TERRA detects the highest SNR transiting planet per system,

so additional transiting planets that cause lower SNR transits are
not included in our occurrence measurement. Using the Kepler
Project catalog (Exoplanet Archive), we counted the number of
planets within the same cells in P and RP as Fig. 2, noting those
that did not yield the highest SNR in the system. Inclusion of
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Fig. 2. Planet occurrence, fðP,RPÞ, as a function of
orbital period and planet radius for P = 6.25–400
d and RP = 0:5− 16 R⊕. As in Fig. 1, detected planets
are shown as red circles. Each cell spans a factor of 2
in orbital period and planet size. Planet occurrence
in a cell is given by fðP,RPÞ= 1=n*

P
iai=ðR*,iCiÞ,

where the sum is over all detected planets within
each cell. Here, ai=Ri is the number of nontransiting
planets (for each detected planet) due to large tilt
of the orbital plane, Ci =CðPi ,RP,iÞ is the detection
completeness factor, and n* = 42,557 stars in the
Best42k sample. Cells are colored according to
planet occurrence within the cell. We quote planet
occurrence within each cell. We do not color cells
where the completeness is less than 25%. Among
the small planets, 1–2 and 2–4 R⊕, planet occur-
rence is constant (within a factor of 2 level) over the
entire range of orbital period. This uniformity sup-
ports mild extrapolation into the P = 200–400 d,
RP = 1− 2 R⊕ domain.
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ð1− 2 R⊕Þ with P = 5–100 d, compared with 1.6 ± 0.4% occur-
rence of Jupiter-size planets ð8− 16 R⊕Þ.
We also computed the distribution of orbital periods, includ-

ing all planet sizes, by summing each period interval of f ðP;RPÞ
over all planet radii. As shown in Fig. 3B, the occurrence of
planets larger than Earth rises from 8.9 ± 0.7% in the P = 6.25–
12.5 d domain to 13.7 ± 1.2% in the P = 12.5–25 d interval and

is consistent with constant for larger periods. This rise and
plateau feature was observed for & 2 R⊕ planets in earlier work
(5, 12).
Two effects lead to minor corrections to our occurrence esti-

mates. First, some planets in multitransiting systems are missed
by TERRA. Second, a small number of eKOIs are false detec-
tions. These two effects are small, and they provide corrections
to our occurrence statistics with opposite signs. To illustrate their
impact, we consider the small and long period (P > 50 d) planets
that are the focus of this study.
TERRA detects the highest SNR transiting planet per system,

so additional transiting planets that cause lower SNR transits are
not included in our occurrence measurement. Using the Kepler
Project catalog (Exoplanet Archive), we counted the number of
planets within the same cells in P and RP as Fig. 2, noting those
that did not yield the highest SNR in the system. Inclusion of
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Fig. 2. Planet occurrence, fðP,RPÞ, as a function of
orbital period and planet radius for P = 6.25–400
d and RP = 0:5− 16 R⊕. As in Fig. 1, detected planets
are shown as red circles. Each cell spans a factor of 2
in orbital period and planet size. Planet occurrence
in a cell is given by fðP,RPÞ= 1=n*

P
iai=ðR*,iCiÞ,

where the sum is over all detected planets within
each cell. Here, ai=Ri is the number of nontransiting
planets (for each detected planet) due to large tilt
of the orbital plane, Ci =CðPi ,RP,iÞ is the detection
completeness factor, and n* = 42,557 stars in the
Best42k sample. Cells are colored according to
planet occurrence within the cell. We quote planet
occurrence within each cell. We do not color cells
where the completeness is less than 25%. Among
the small planets, 1–2 and 2–4 R⊕, planet occur-
rence is constant (within a factor of 2 level) over the
entire range of orbital period. This uniformity sup-
ports mild extrapolation into the P = 200–400 d,
RP = 1− 2 R⊕ domain.
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Exoplanets across the HR diagram, IoA Cambridge, 2014

– F R E S S I N  E T  A L . ( 2 0 1 3 ,  A P J )  
(Kepler)

“We perform numerical simulations of the Kepler targets and of physical companions or stars in the 
background to predict the occurrence of astrophysical false positives detectable by the mission.” 

“We find that the global false positive rate of Kepler is 9.4%, peaking for giant planets (6–22 R⊕) at 
17.7%, reaching a low of 6.7% for small Neptunes (2–4 R⊕), and increasing again for Earth-size 

planets (0.8–1.25 R⊕) to 12.3%.” 
“We find that 16.5% ± 3.6% of main-sequence FGK stars have at least one planet between 0.8 and 

1.25 R⊕ with orbital periods up to 85 days.”

The Astrophysical Journal, 766:81 (20pp), 2013 April 1 Fressin et al.
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Giant Planets
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Figure 7. Average number of planets per size bin for main-sequence FGKM
stars, determined here from the Q1–Q6 Kepler data and corrected for false
positives and incompleteness.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

6.4. Super-Earths (1.25–2 R⊕)

According to our simulations the overall average number of
super-Earths per star out to periods of 145 days is close to 30%.
The distribution of host star masses for the super-Earths is shown
in Figure 8. While there is a hint that planets of this size may
be less common around M dwarfs than around hotter stars, a
K-S test indicates that the simulated and real distributions are
not significantly different (false alarm probability of 4.9%).

6.5. Earths (0.8–1.25 R⊕)

As indicated in Table 3, the overall rate of occurrence (average
number of planets per star) we find for Earth-size planets is
18.4%, for orbital periods up to 85 days. Similarly to the case
for larger planets, our simulated population of false positives
and Earth-size planets is a good match to the KOIs in this class,
without the need to invoke any dependence on the mass of the
host star (see Figure 9).

Among the Earth-size planets that we have randomly assigned
to KIC target stars in our simulations, we find that approximately
23% have S/Ns above 7.1, but only about 10% would be actually
detected according to our ramp model for the Kepler recovery
rate. These are perhaps the most interesting objects from a
scientific point of view. Our results also indicate that 12.3% of
the Earth-size KOIs are false positives (Table 1). This fraction
is small enough to allow statistical analyses based on the KOI
sample, but is too large to claim that any individual Earth-size
KOI is a bona fide planet without further examination. Ruling
out the possibility of a false positive is of critical importance for
the goal of confidently detecting the first Earth-size planets in
the habitable zone of their parent star.

On the basis of our simulations we may predict the kinds of
false positives that can most easily mimic an Earth-size transit,
so that observational follow-up efforts may be better focused
toward the validation of the planetary nature of such a signal.
Figure 10 shows a histogram of the different kinds of false
positives that result in photometric signals similar to Earth-size
transiting planets, as a function of their magnitude difference
compared to the Kepler target.

Superearths (1.25 - 2 REarth)

666 KOIs, FPR = 8.8 %

KOIs (Batalha et al. 2012)

Simulated False Positives
Simulated FP + planets

KS prob = 4.9 %

)nib-   
M 1. 0 r ep(

Figure 8. Similar to Figure 4, for super-Earths.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

There are two dominant sources of false positives for this class
of signals. One is background eclipsing binaries, most of which
are expected to be between 8 and 10 mag fainter than the Kepler
target in the Kp passband, and some will be even fainter. The
most effective way of ruling out background eclipsing binaries is
by placing tight limits on the presence of such contaminants as a
function of angular separation from the target. In previous planet
validations with BLENDER (e.g., Fressin et al. 2011, 2012b;
Cochran et al. 2011; Borucki et al. 2012) the constraints from
ground-based high spatial resolution adaptive optics imaging
have played a crucial role in excluding many background stars
beyond a fraction of an arcsecond from the target. However,
these observations typically only reach magnitude differences
up to 8–9 mag (e.g., Batalha et al. 2011), and such dim
sources can only be detected at considerably larger angular
separations of several arcsecond. Any closer companions of
this brightness would be missed. Since background eclipsing
binaries mimicking an Earth-size transit can be fainter still,
other more powerful space-based resources may be needed in
some cases such as choronography or imaging with the Hubble
Space Telescope.

Another major contributor to false positives, according to
Figure 10, is larger planets transiting a physically bound com-
panion star. In this case, the angular separations from the tar-
get are significantly smaller than for background binaries, and
imaging is of relatively little help. Nevertheless, considerable
power to rule out such blends can be gained from high-S/N
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– D R E S S I N G  &  C H A R B O N N E A U  ( 2 0 1 3 ,  A P J )  
(Kepler M-dwarfs)

“dwarfs with temperatures below 4000K” 
!

“The occurrence rate of Earth-size (0.5–
1.4R⊕) planets is 0.51+0.06

−0.05 […] planets 
per star”  

!
“[T]he mean number of Earth-size planets 

in the habitable zone is 0.15+0.13
−0.06 planets 

per cool star.” 
!

“ With 95% confidence […], the nearest 
non-transiting planet in the habitable zone 

is within 5 pc.”

The Astrophysical Journal, 767:95 (20pp), 2013 April 10 Dressing & Charbonneau
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Figure 15. Planet occurrence rate as a function of planet radius and orbital period in the style of Figure 4 from Howard et al. (2012). The color-coding of each cell
indicates the planet occurrence within the cell as shown in the legend and the circles mark the radii and periods of the 95 planet candidates in our sample. Planets
marked in blue orbit stars hotter than 3723 K and planets marked in black orbit stars cooler than 3723 K. Cells shaded in white do not contain any planet candidates.
The planet candidate list is less complete at long periods and our estimates of the planet occurrence rate are likely underestimated at periods longer than 50 days
(hatched region). The four numbers within each cell describe the planet occurrence in that region of parameter space: Top left: the number of detected planet candidates
with signal-to-noise ratios above 7.1σ and, in parentheses, the number of non-transiting planets in the same period and radius bin computed by correcting for the
geometric probability of transit; bottom left: the number of stars around which a planet from the center of the grid cell would have been detected with a signal-to-noise
ratio above 7.1σ ; bottom right: the planet occurrence rate within the cell; top right: planet occurrence per logarithmic area unit.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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– D R E S S I N G  &  C H A R B O N N E A U  ( 2 0 1 3 ,  A P J )  
(Kepler M-dwarfs)

“dwarfs with temperatures below 4000K” 
!

“The occurrence rate of Earth-size (0.5–
1.4R⊕) planets is 0.51+0.06

−0.05 […] planets 
per star”  

!
“[T]he mean number of Earth-size planets 

in the habitable zone is 0.15+0.13
−0.06 planets 

per cool star.” 
!

“ With 95% confidence […], the nearest 
non-transiting planet in the habitable zone 

is within 5 pc.”

The Astrophysical Journal, 767:95 (20pp), 2013 April 10 Dressing & Charbonneau
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Figure 15. Planet occurrence rate as a function of planet radius and orbital period in the style of Figure 4 from Howard et al. (2012). The color-coding of each cell
indicates the planet occurrence within the cell as shown in the legend and the circles mark the radii and periods of the 95 planet candidates in our sample. Planets
marked in blue orbit stars hotter than 3723 K and planets marked in black orbit stars cooler than 3723 K. Cells shaded in white do not contain any planet candidates.
The planet candidate list is less complete at long periods and our estimates of the planet occurrence rate are likely underestimated at periods longer than 50 days
(hatched region). The four numbers within each cell describe the planet occurrence in that region of parameter space: Top left: the number of detected planet candidates
with signal-to-noise ratios above 7.1σ and, in parentheses, the number of non-transiting planets in the same period and radius bin computed by correcting for the
geometric probability of transit; bottom left: the number of stars around which a planet from the center of the grid cell would have been detected with a signal-to-noise
ratio above 7.1σ ; bottom right: the planet occurrence rate within the cell; top right: planet occurrence per logarithmic area unit.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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– Y O U D I N  2 0 1 1 ,  A P J  
(Kepler)

“The [planetary distribution function] is fit to a joint power law in planet radius, down to 0.5 
R⊕, and orbital period, up to 50 days. The estimated number of planets per star in this 

sample is ∼0.7–1.4…” 
!

“…revealing a relative deficit of ∼3 R⊕ planets at the shortest periods. This deficit is 
suggestive of preferential evaporation and sublimation of Neptune- and Saturn-like planets.” 

“…spectacular observational support of the core accretion and migration hypotheses…”

The Astrophysical Journal, 742:38 (13pp), 2011 November 20 Youdin
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Figure 5. Planet sample is divided into four quadrants with separations in period at 7 days and in radius at 3 R⊕. Each quadrant is separately fit to a power-law PLDF
(∝ RαP β ). The result is plotted in observational space, and the values of the best-fit exponents are shown. The differences between the subsample distributions and
their significance are discussed in the text and shown in Figures 6 and 7.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 6. Error ellipses (1σ , 2σ , and 3σ ) for the power-law fits to the PLDFs
(∝ RαP β ) of different planet samples. The black contours show the fit to the
full planet sample. Fits to the four quadrants of the planet sample shown in
Figure 5 are also given. The difference in the period distribution of short and
long period planets is highly significant. The behavior of the size distributions
is more complex and has ∼2σ–3σ significance. For shorter periods, the size
distribution steepens (more negative α) between the large and small planet
samples. Longer periods show the opposite trend—the size distribution flattens,
going from bigger to smaller planets.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

large planets, no obvious systematic uncertainties should be
at work. For small planets, the change in the size distributions,
αsmall,slow − αsmall,fast = 0.70 ± 0.47. While of more modest
significance, this change is of the opposite sign.

Figure 7 plots the best-fit size distributions for each quadrant,
with the full planet sample shown for comparison. At longer
periods the size distribution flattens toward smaller radii, i.e.,
α is less negative for the small planets. For the shortest period

planets the behavior is precisely opposite. The size distribution
is quite shallow at large sizes and steepens for the small radius
sample.

The implications of this behavior are intriguing. The pro-
cesses that form and/or migrate planets inside ∼7 days clearly
disfavor planets of a few to several R⊕. Atmospheric evapo-
ration can at least qualitatively explain these trends. At short
periods, it seems that only the most massive giants—true
Jovians with R ! 11 R⊕—can efficiently retain their atmo-
spheres. Lesser giants are more readily stripped of their atmo-
spheres, including ices that sublimate from the surface. The
demotion of ice and gas giants to small rocky cores can ex-
plain the flattening of the large planet size distribution at short
periods.

While the data are strongly suggestive, the evaporation
hypothesis does have complications. First, even at periods
below 7 days, lower gravity ice giants might retain their
atmospheres (Ehrenreich & Désert 2011). Also, evaporation
can only partly explain the sharp rise in small planets at short
periods. Evaporation could provide some small cores, but not
nearly enough. An additional mechanism for the preferential
parking of smaller versus larger planets appears to be required.
Nevertheless, it appears likely that atmospheric retention plays
a key role in the observed size distributions, providing another
pillar of support for the core–accretion hypothesis.

4.4. Systematic Uncertainty

To investigate how systematic uncertainties in the discovery
efficiency might affect our results, we experimented with
different S/N thresholds. As discussed in Section 2.3, S/N
thresholds of 10 and 20 should provide a reasonable bound
on the uncertainties.

The results so far have described the more inclusive S/N > 10
sample. Figure 3 includes dotted histograms that correspond to
the higher S/N > 20 sample. Planet counts are noticeably lower
below 3 R⊕ and across all periods.

Table 1 includes fits with both S/N thresholds. All of the
qualitative trends discussed in this section persist in the higher
S/N sample, with only mostly reduced significance. In particular
the shifts to the size distributions of even the small planet
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– F O R E M A N - M A C K E Y  E T  A L . ,  S U B M I T T E D  T O  A P J  
(Kepler)

“[W]e present a general 
hierarchical probabilistic framework 

for making justified inferences 
about the population of 

exoplanets, taking into account 
survey completeness and, for the 

first time, observational 
uncertainties.”  

!
“[W]e only require that the 

occurrence rate density be a 
smooth function of period and 
radius (employing a Gaussian 

process).”

– 28 –
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– F O R E M A N - M A C K E Y  E T  A L . ,  S U B M I T T E D  T O  A P J  
(Kepler)

“We find that the rate density of Earth analogs is about 0.02 (per star per natural logarithmic 
bin in period and radius), with large uncertainty. This number is much smaller than previous 

estimates made with the same data but stronger assumptions.”
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Fig. 9.— The extrapolated rate density of Earth analogs �� (the same as Figure 3 but

applied to the catalog from Petigura et al. 2013b). The histogram is the MCMC estimate of

our posterior constraint on this rate density. The vertical black line with error bars shown as

dashed lines is the result from Petigura et al. (2013b) converted to a rate density by dividing

by their bin volume.

Petigura, Howard & Marcy (2013)
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– N I E L S E N  E T  A L . ,  2 0 1 3 ,  A P J  
direct imaging (NICI)

“Considering […] the fact that we did not detect any planets, we use […] Monte Carlo 
simulations to show that fewer than 20% of 2 M⊙ stars can have giant planets greater than 4 

MJup between 59 and 460 AU at 95% confidence, and fewer than 10% of these stars can 
have a planet more massive than 10 MJup between 38 and 650 AU.”

The Astrophysical Journal, 776:4 (35pp), 2013 October 10 Nielsen et al.
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Figure 19. 95% completeness contrast plots for the brightest 10 stars, with
H < 3.2 mag, given for ADI (top) and ASDI (bottom). Some stars have
observations only in one mode. For stars with both ADI and ASDI data we
mark with a filled circle the angular separation where the ADI curve reaches
larger contrasts than the ASDI curve. A contrast of 15 mag represents a flux
ratio of 106.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

account for the true flux of the companions after emerging from
the data reduction pipeline. (1) Light from a close companion
passes through the partially transparent coronagraphic mask,
and the companion’s flux is diminished. (2) Over a single ADI
exposure, as the sky rotates with respect to the detector, a
companion can be smeared over multiple pixels, especially at
larger angular separations. (3) ADI self-subtraction occurs for
small-separation companions when the total amount of rotation
for the companion is small, because some companion flux ends
up in the combined PSF image and is then subtracted from
the companion. (4) Finally, spectral differential imaging (SDI)
reduction leads to self-subtraction of the companion flux, when
subtracting the on-methane narrowband image from the off-
methane image.

The first three effects (mask attenuation, smearing, and ADI
self-subtraction) are functions of radius alone and are applied as
corrections to the contrast curve itself (see Wahhaj et al. 2013a).
The final effect, SDI self-subtraction, is a function of both radius
and the flux ratio of the companion between the two narrowband
filters, and so is dealt with in the Monte Carlo simulations, as
described in the next section.

For stars with unconfirmed candidates due to having only one
epoch of astrometric data (Section 5.3 and Table 7), we adjust the
contrast curves to reflect the fact that we have not completely
ruled out the presence of companions that are detectable by
NICI. For each star with such candidates we make the following
changes to the measured contrast curves.
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Figure 20. Contrast plots for stars with 3.2 ! H < 4.0 mag. See Figure 19
caption for details.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

1. If there are unconfirmed candidate companions outside
the radius with 100% angular coverage (i.e., where some
position angles at that radius are off the edge of the NICI
detector, typically >6.′′3) and brighter than the contrast
curves at any of the observation epochs, then all contrast
curves for that star are truncated at the angular separation
of the innermost companion in the region with less than
100% coverage. For example, HD 31295 has two candidate
companions at 7.′′77 and 8.′′66 seen only at epoch 2009
January 14, so all contrast curves at all epochs for this star
are stopped at 7.′′77, i.e., we assume we have zero data at
larger separations.

2. If candidates are within the 100% angular coverage region
and lie between the contrast curves from different epochs,
then any contrast curve that is more sensitive than the
brightest of these candidates is replaced with the best
contrast curve that could not have detected the brightest
of these candidates. For example, the target star HIP 50191
has a candidate at 4.′′11 that was detected in the 2010 January
5 ADI dataset but was undetected in the 2008 December 16
ASDI dataset. As a result, we use the 2008 December 16
ASDI contrast curve to compute completeness to planets at
both epochs.

In principle, both changes could be applicable to a single star,
but that scenario never arose for our NICI B and A stars. In cases
where candidate companions are within the 100% coverage
region, brighter than the contrast curve, and there is only one
NICI epoch, the star is dropped from our analysis altogether.
This is the case for 7 of our 70 target stars, all of which have a
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Table 9
Stellar and Brown Dwarf Binaries to Sample Stars

Star Projected Separation Sp. Type Reference Allowable Planetary a
(AU) (AU)

HD 1160 81, 530 ∼L0, M3.5 Nielsen et al. (2012) <20, >2700
HIP 36188 1.2a ∼A3 Jarad et al. (1989) >6
HIP 49669 3900, 4200, 4800 K2, M5, M5 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <780
HD 102647 720, 1100, 2600 ∼M, ∼M, G2 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <140
HIP 60965 630 K0 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <130, >3200
HR 4796 A 560, 14000 M2, M4.5 Jura et al. (1995), Kastner et al. (2008) <110
GJ 560 A 260 K5 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <52, >1300
HD 141569 880, 1000 M2, M4 Weinberger et al. (2000) <180
HIP 78106 490 A3 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <99, >2500
HIP 79797 350, 350 ∼M9, ∼M9 Huélamo et al. (2010), this work <70, >1800
HIP 85038 580 G8 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <120, >2900
HD 172555 2000 K5 Feigelson et al. (2006) <410
HR 7329 200, 20000 M7-8, F6 Neuhäuser et al. (2011) <40, 1000< a <4000
Fomalhaut 57400 K4 Mamajek (2012) <11000

Note. a Semi-major axis.

Figure 26. 95% confidence upper limit on planet frequency from our Monte
Carlo analysis of our 70 B and A star sample. We used the Johnson et al. (2010)
relation between stellar mass and RV planet frequency to scale the range of
stellar host masses to a common mass of 2 M⊙, the median for our sample.
For the 5% frequency contour, for example, fewer than 1 in 20 high-mass stars
can have giant planets with masses and semi-major axes inside the contour.
The sawtooth pattern between 100 and 200 AU occurs as the constraints from
the very young target stars HR 4796, HD 141569, and GJ 560 A are excluded
at 110, 140, and 180 AU due to the presence of stellar binaries around those
stars. The effect is most pronounced at contours for high upper limits on planet
fraction, where the removal of a single star with large completeness to planets
most impacts the statistics.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

zone for that star which is excluded when deriving constraints
on planet fraction. As discussed in Section 5.4.6, we treat our
target star HD 31295 as a single star despite it being listed in
CCDM as a binary.

5.5.5. Results

In Figure 26 we show contours giving the upper limit on the
fraction of 2 M⊙ stars with planets. We also give the ranges

Table 10
Upper Limits on Planet Fraction (95% Confidence Level)

Mass Planet Fraction

(MJup) !5% !10% !20% !50%

1 . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 . . . . . . . . . 50–490 AU
4 . . . . . . 59–460 AU 25–940 AU
10 . . . 38–650 AU 24–1100 AU 15–1800 AU

Notes. This table gives the range in semi-major axis at which a given upper limit
on planet fraction is reached for a given planet mass. For example, between semi-
major axis of 38 and 650 AU fewer than 10% of B and A stars can have giant
planets more massive than 10 MJup.

of semi-major axis at which the upper limit on planet fraction
drops below 5%, 10%, 20%, and 50% for four planet masses
in Table 10. In general, the upper limits are modest, especially
when compared to samples including solar type and later stars
(e.g., Biller et al. 2013; Wahhaj et al. 2013b): fewer than 20% of
B and A stars can have giant planets larger than 4 MJup between
59 and 460 AU, with less than 10% of stars having giant planets
above 10 MJup between 38 and 650 AU.

We can also determine limits on the fraction of A stars with
a planet like HR 8799 b (Marois et al. 2008), by focusing
on its corresponding values of mass (7 MJup) and semi-major
axis (68 AU, assuming that its semi-major axis is equal to its
projected separation) in Figure 26. Our survey’s non-detection
of planets states that fewer than 9.8% of 2 M⊙ stars can have a
planet with the same properties as HR 8799 b at 95% confidence.
Planets like β Pic b (8 MJup, 8 AU) are unconstrained by our
results, since most of our target stars are older and more distant
than β Pic.

The weaker constraints on planet frequency for B and A
stars compared to later-type stars are expected. B and A stars
are intrinsically brighter than solar-type and M stars, and so
the same instrumental contrast corresponds to brighter (and
more massive) detectable companions for higher-mass stars.
In addition, the stars here with ages determined by our Bayesian
analysis are significantly older than the young moving group
stars in Biller et al. (2013) and the debris disk hosts in Wahhaj
et al. (2013b), with a median age of 250 Myr and 68% confidence
interval between 90 and 500 Myr (see Figure 8). In comparison,
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– N I E L S E N  E T  A L . ,  2 0 1 3 ,  A P J  
direct imaging (NICI)

“Considering […] the fact that we did not detect any planets, we use […] Monte Carlo 
simulations to show that fewer than 20% of 2 M⊙ stars can have giant planets greater than 4 

MJup between 59 and 460 AU at 95% confidence, and fewer than 10% of these stars can 
have a planet more massive than 10 MJup between 38 and 650 AU.”

The Astrophysical Journal, 776:4 (35pp), 2013 October 10 Nielsen et al.
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Figure 19. 95% completeness contrast plots for the brightest 10 stars, with
H < 3.2 mag, given for ADI (top) and ASDI (bottom). Some stars have
observations only in one mode. For stars with both ADI and ASDI data we
mark with a filled circle the angular separation where the ADI curve reaches
larger contrasts than the ASDI curve. A contrast of 15 mag represents a flux
ratio of 106.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

account for the true flux of the companions after emerging from
the data reduction pipeline. (1) Light from a close companion
passes through the partially transparent coronagraphic mask,
and the companion’s flux is diminished. (2) Over a single ADI
exposure, as the sky rotates with respect to the detector, a
companion can be smeared over multiple pixels, especially at
larger angular separations. (3) ADI self-subtraction occurs for
small-separation companions when the total amount of rotation
for the companion is small, because some companion flux ends
up in the combined PSF image and is then subtracted from
the companion. (4) Finally, spectral differential imaging (SDI)
reduction leads to self-subtraction of the companion flux, when
subtracting the on-methane narrowband image from the off-
methane image.

The first three effects (mask attenuation, smearing, and ADI
self-subtraction) are functions of radius alone and are applied as
corrections to the contrast curve itself (see Wahhaj et al. 2013a).
The final effect, SDI self-subtraction, is a function of both radius
and the flux ratio of the companion between the two narrowband
filters, and so is dealt with in the Monte Carlo simulations, as
described in the next section.

For stars with unconfirmed candidates due to having only one
epoch of astrometric data (Section 5.3 and Table 7), we adjust the
contrast curves to reflect the fact that we have not completely
ruled out the presence of companions that are detectable by
NICI. For each star with such candidates we make the following
changes to the measured contrast curves.
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Figure 20. Contrast plots for stars with 3.2 ! H < 4.0 mag. See Figure 19
caption for details.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

1. If there are unconfirmed candidate companions outside
the radius with 100% angular coverage (i.e., where some
position angles at that radius are off the edge of the NICI
detector, typically >6.′′3) and brighter than the contrast
curves at any of the observation epochs, then all contrast
curves for that star are truncated at the angular separation
of the innermost companion in the region with less than
100% coverage. For example, HD 31295 has two candidate
companions at 7.′′77 and 8.′′66 seen only at epoch 2009
January 14, so all contrast curves at all epochs for this star
are stopped at 7.′′77, i.e., we assume we have zero data at
larger separations.

2. If candidates are within the 100% angular coverage region
and lie between the contrast curves from different epochs,
then any contrast curve that is more sensitive than the
brightest of these candidates is replaced with the best
contrast curve that could not have detected the brightest
of these candidates. For example, the target star HIP 50191
has a candidate at 4.′′11 that was detected in the 2010 January
5 ADI dataset but was undetected in the 2008 December 16
ASDI dataset. As a result, we use the 2008 December 16
ASDI contrast curve to compute completeness to planets at
both epochs.

In principle, both changes could be applicable to a single star,
but that scenario never arose for our NICI B and A stars. In cases
where candidate companions are within the 100% coverage
region, brighter than the contrast curve, and there is only one
NICI epoch, the star is dropped from our analysis altogether.
This is the case for 7 of our 70 target stars, all of which have a
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Table 9
Stellar and Brown Dwarf Binaries to Sample Stars

Star Projected Separation Sp. Type Reference Allowable Planetary a
(AU) (AU)

HD 1160 81, 530 ∼L0, M3.5 Nielsen et al. (2012) <20, >2700
HIP 36188 1.2a ∼A3 Jarad et al. (1989) >6
HIP 49669 3900, 4200, 4800 K2, M5, M5 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <780
HD 102647 720, 1100, 2600 ∼M, ∼M, G2 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <140
HIP 60965 630 K0 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <130, >3200
HR 4796 A 560, 14000 M2, M4.5 Jura et al. (1995), Kastner et al. (2008) <110
GJ 560 A 260 K5 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <52, >1300
HD 141569 880, 1000 M2, M4 Weinberger et al. (2000) <180
HIP 78106 490 A3 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <99, >2500
HIP 79797 350, 350 ∼M9, ∼M9 Huélamo et al. (2010), this work <70, >1800
HIP 85038 580 G8 Dommanget & Nys (2002) <120, >2900
HD 172555 2000 K5 Feigelson et al. (2006) <410
HR 7329 200, 20000 M7-8, F6 Neuhäuser et al. (2011) <40, 1000< a <4000
Fomalhaut 57400 K4 Mamajek (2012) <11000

Note. a Semi-major axis.

Figure 26. 95% confidence upper limit on planet frequency from our Monte
Carlo analysis of our 70 B and A star sample. We used the Johnson et al. (2010)
relation between stellar mass and RV planet frequency to scale the range of
stellar host masses to a common mass of 2 M⊙, the median for our sample.
For the 5% frequency contour, for example, fewer than 1 in 20 high-mass stars
can have giant planets with masses and semi-major axes inside the contour.
The sawtooth pattern between 100 and 200 AU occurs as the constraints from
the very young target stars HR 4796, HD 141569, and GJ 560 A are excluded
at 110, 140, and 180 AU due to the presence of stellar binaries around those
stars. The effect is most pronounced at contours for high upper limits on planet
fraction, where the removal of a single star with large completeness to planets
most impacts the statistics.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

zone for that star which is excluded when deriving constraints
on planet fraction. As discussed in Section 5.4.6, we treat our
target star HD 31295 as a single star despite it being listed in
CCDM as a binary.

5.5.5. Results

In Figure 26 we show contours giving the upper limit on the
fraction of 2 M⊙ stars with planets. We also give the ranges

Table 10
Upper Limits on Planet Fraction (95% Confidence Level)

Mass Planet Fraction

(MJup) !5% !10% !20% !50%

1 . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 . . . . . . . . . 50–490 AU
4 . . . . . . 59–460 AU 25–940 AU
10 . . . 38–650 AU 24–1100 AU 15–1800 AU

Notes. This table gives the range in semi-major axis at which a given upper limit
on planet fraction is reached for a given planet mass. For example, between semi-
major axis of 38 and 650 AU fewer than 10% of B and A stars can have giant
planets more massive than 10 MJup.

of semi-major axis at which the upper limit on planet fraction
drops below 5%, 10%, 20%, and 50% for four planet masses
in Table 10. In general, the upper limits are modest, especially
when compared to samples including solar type and later stars
(e.g., Biller et al. 2013; Wahhaj et al. 2013b): fewer than 20% of
B and A stars can have giant planets larger than 4 MJup between
59 and 460 AU, with less than 10% of stars having giant planets
above 10 MJup between 38 and 650 AU.

We can also determine limits on the fraction of A stars with
a planet like HR 8799 b (Marois et al. 2008), by focusing
on its corresponding values of mass (7 MJup) and semi-major
axis (68 AU, assuming that its semi-major axis is equal to its
projected separation) in Figure 26. Our survey’s non-detection
of planets states that fewer than 9.8% of 2 M⊙ stars can have a
planet with the same properties as HR 8799 b at 95% confidence.
Planets like β Pic b (8 MJup, 8 AU) are unconstrained by our
results, since most of our target stars are older and more distant
than β Pic.

The weaker constraints on planet frequency for B and A
stars compared to later-type stars are expected. B and A stars
are intrinsically brighter than solar-type and M stars, and so
the same instrumental contrast corresponds to brighter (and
more massive) detectable companions for higher-mass stars.
In addition, the stars here with ages determined by our Bayesian
analysis are significantly older than the young moving group
stars in Biller et al. (2013) and the debris disk hosts in Wahhaj
et al. (2013b), with a median age of 250 Myr and 68% confidence
interval between 90 and 500 Myr (see Figure 8). In comparison,
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– C A S S A N  E T  A L . ,  2 0 1 4 ,  N AT U R E  
microlensing (PLANET)

“[…] [W]e report a statistical analysis of microlensing data […] that reveals the fraction of 
bound planets 0.5–10 AU […] from their stars. We find that 17 ± 6 % of stars host Jupiter-

mass planets. Cool Neptunes […] and super-Earths […] are even more common: their 
respective abundances per star are 52 ± 22% and 62 ± 35%. We conclude that stars are 

orbited by planets as a rule, rather than the exception.”

LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature10684

One or more bound planets per Milky Way star from
microlensing observations
A. Cassan1,2,3, D. Kubas1,2,4, J.-P. Beaulieu1,2,25, M. Dominik1,5, K. Horne1,5, J. Greenhill1,6, J. Wambsganss1,3, J. Menzies1,7,
A. Williams1,8, U. G. Jørgensen1,9, A. Udalski10,11, D. P. Bennett1,12, M. D. Albrow1,13, V. Batista1,2, S. Brillant1,4, J. A. R. Caldwell1,14,
A. Cole1,6, Ch. Coutures1,2, K. H. Cook1,15, S. Dieters1,6, D. Dominis Prester1,16, J. Donatowicz1,17, P. Fouqué1,18, K. Hill1,6,
N. Kains1,19, S. Kane1,20, J.-B. Marquette1,2, R. Martin1,8, K. R. Pollard1,13, K. C. Sahu1,14, C. Vinter1,9, D. Warren1,6, B. Watson1,6,
M. Zub1,3, T. Sumi21,22, M. K. Szymański10,11, M. Kubiak10,11, R. Poleski10,11, I. Soszynski10,11, K. Ulaczyk10,11, G. Pietrzyński10,11,23

& Ł. Wyrzykowski10,11,24

Most known extrasolar planets (exoplanets) have been discovered
using the radial velocity1,2 or transit3 methods. Both are biased
towards planets that are relatively close to their parent stars, and
studies find that around 17–30% (refs 4, 5) of solar-like stars host a
planet. Gravitational microlensing6–9, on the other hand, probes
planets that are further away from their stars. Recently, a popu-
lation of planets that are unbound or very far from their stars was
discovered by microlensing10. These planets are at least as numerous
as the stars in the Milky Way10. Here we report a statistical analysis of
microlensing data (gathered in 2002–07) that reveals the fraction of
bound planets 0.5–10 AU (Sun–Earth distance) from their stars. We
find that 17z6

{9% of stars host Jupiter-mass planets (0.3–10 MJ, where
MJ 5 318 M› and M› is Earth’s mass). Cool Neptunes (10–30 M›)
and super-Earths (5–10 M›) are even more common: their respec-
tive abundances per star are 52z22

{29% and 62z35
{37%. We conclude that

stars are orbited by planets as a rule, rather than the exception.
Gravitational microlensing is very rare: fewer than one star per

million undergoes a microlensing effect at any time. Until now, the
planet-search strategy7 has been mainly split into two levels. First,
wide-field survey campaigns such as the Optical Gravitational
Lensing Experiment (OGLE; ref. 11) and Microlensing Observations
in Astrophysics (MOA; ref. 12) cover millions of stars every clear night
to identify and alert the community to newly discovered stellar micro-
lensing events as early as possible. Then, follow-up collaborations such
as the Probing Lensing Anomalies Network (PLANET; ref. 13) and the
Microlensing Follow-Up Network (mFUN; refs 14, 15) monitor
selected candidates at a very high rate to search for very short-lived
light curve anomalies, using global networks of telescopes.

To ease the detection-efficiency calculation, the observing strategy
should remain homogeneous for the time span considered in the ana-
lysis. As detailed in the Supplementary Information, this condition is
fulfilled for microlensing events identified by OGLE and followed up by
PLANET in the six-year time span 2002207. Although a number of
microlensing planets were detected by the various collaborations
between 2002 and 2007 (Fig. 1), only a subset of them are consistent

with the PLANET 2002–07 strategy. This leaves us with three compatible
detections: OGLE 2005-BLG-071Lb (refs 16, 17) a Jupiter-like planet of
mass M < 3.8 MJ and semi-major axis a < 3.6 AU; OGLE 2007-BLG-
349Lb (ref. 18), a Neptune-like planet (M < 0.2 MJ, a < 3 AU); and the

1Probing Lensing Anomalies Network (PLANET) Collaboration, Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris, Université Pierre & Marie Curie, UMR7095 UPMC–CNRS 98 bis boulevard Arago, 75014 Paris, France.
2Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris, Université Pierre & Marie Curie, UMR7095 UPMC–CNRS 98 bis boulevard Arago, 75014 Paris, France. 3Astronomischen Rechen-Instituts (ARI), Zentrum für Astronomie,
Heidelberg University, Mönchhofstrasse 12–14, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany. 4European Southern Observatory, Alonso de Cordoba 3107, Vitacura, Casilla 19001, Santiago, Chile. 5Scottish Universities
Physics Alliance (SUPA), University of St Andrews, School of Physics & Astronomy, North Haugh, St Andrews, KY16 9SS, UK. 6University of Tasmania, School of Maths and Physics, Private bag 37, GPO
Hobart, Tasmania 7001, Australia. 7South African Astronomical Observatory, PO Box 9 Observatory7935, South Africa. 8Perth Observatory, Walnut Road, Bickley, Perth 6076, Australia. 9Niels Bohr Institute
and Centre for Star and Planet Formation, Juliane Mariesvej 30, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark. 10Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) Collaboration, Warsaw University Observatory, Al.
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Figure 1 | Survey-sensitivity diagram. Blue contours, expected number of
detections from our survey if all lens stars have exactly one planet with orbit size
a and mass M. Red points, all microlensing planet detections in the time span
2002–07, with error bars (s.d.) reported from the literature. White points,
planets consistent with PLANET observing strategy. Red letters, planets of our
Solar System, marked for comparison: E, Earth; J, Jupiter; S, Saturn; U,Uranus;
N, Neptune. This diagram shows that the sensitivity of our survey extends
roughly from 0.5 AU to 10 AU for planetary orbits, and from 5 M› to 10 MJ. The
majority of all detected planets have masses below that of Saturn, although the
sensitivity of the survey is much lower for such planets than for more massive,
Jupiter-like planets. Low-mass planets are thus found to be much more
common than giant planets.
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Our software package TANGOBI(44; 45; 46; 47) designed for detection efficiency calculations
uses a grid of 230 pre-computed magnification maps(48), which speeds up the computations (a
critical aspect here) and allows a robust treatment of finite source effects. The (logarithmically
spaced) grid covers the ranges 0.1 ≤ d ≤ 10 and 10−5 ≤ q ≤ 10−2, with a denser sampling in the
“lensing zone” (0.6 ≤ d ≤ 1.6).

We account for finite-source effects in the modelling by introducing an additional parameter
ρ∗, the source’s angular radius in θE units. To derive its value, we first need to estimate the
physical radii of the source stars. By drawing a histogram of the full OGLE light curves source
magnitudes from seasons 2002-2007, we clearly distinguish a peak for the Main Sequence and
a peak for giant stars, with a transition magnitude at I0 ≃ 17. Each individual microlensing
event is then assigned a type based on its OGLE best-fit source magnitude, either “giant” with
R∗ = 10 R⊙ or “main sequence” with R∗ = R⊙. When 2MASS data were available (for a
couple of events only), we have checked that the source radii were correctly estimated. We
then combine the information on tE and R∗ using again the model of Ref. (49) to derive an
estimation of ρ∗. We find that for the sample of events used in this work, the three grid values
10−3, 2.5× 10−2 and 10−2 for ρ∗ provide sufficient accuracy for sampling the sizes of the source
stars. The magnification maps for each of the three source sizes are then convolved with a linear
limb-darkened source (of fixed coefficient aLLD = 0.5). After fitting, the final ε (log d, log q) for
a given event is then determined by interpolating between the source size grid.

Planet observations or formation theories are usually expressed in terms of the planetary mass
M and orbital semi-major axis a. To convert our efficiency ε (log d, log q) into these parameters,
we adopt the Bayesian approach based on the measured value of tE and detailed in Ref. (49),
which leads to ε (log r, log M), where r refers to the projected planet-star separation in AU. In a
further step, the desired efficiency ε ≡ ε (log a, log M) is obtained by convolving ε (log r, log M)
over r assuming isotropic circular orbits for the planets(50).

We define the planet detection sensitivity S (log a, log M) as the expected number of planets
that our survey can detect if all lens stars have exactly one planet of mass M and orbit size a,
which reads

S (log a, log M) ≡
N!

n=1

ε(n) , (3)

where N is the total number of events included in the analysis.
For the reference season 2004, we find that the detection efficiency is well described by a

power law ε(n) ≃ ε0 × 10−γn, with n the events ordered by decreasing detection efficiency, and
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Figure S3: The thin black curves are the mass cumulative distributions of the 26 events of
season 2004 used to compute the detection efficiency (or the planet sensitivity). The red bold
solid curve is the resulting mean mass cumulative distribution. 68% of our probed stars lie in
the mass range between the two dashed vertical lines.

dashed red lines. Hence, 68% of our probed stars lie in the mass range 0.14 to 1.0 M⊙.

3 Planetary abundance

3.1 Planet detection sample

Despite ten new planets having been detected by microlensing during the 2002-2007 study
interval, proper statistical treatment to arrive at the planetary mass function necessarily ex-
cludes all detections but those arising from the PLANET observing strategy as applied solely to
PLANET+OGLE data. For a valid detection in that sense we demand that:

a) The event was picked up by the PLANET collaboration exclusively according to data

9
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– C A S S A N  E T  A L . ,  2 0 1 4 ,  N AT U R E  
microlensing (PLANET)

“[…] [W]e report a statistical analysis of microlensing data […] that reveals the fraction of 
bound planets 0.5–10 AU […] from their stars. We find that 17 ± 6 % of stars host Jupiter-

mass planets. Cool Neptunes […] and super-Earths […] are even more common: their 
respective abundances per star are 52 ± 22% and 62 ± 35%. We conclude that stars are 

orbited by planets as a rule, rather than the exception.”

LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature10684

One or more bound planets per Milky Way star from
microlensing observations
A. Cassan1,2,3, D. Kubas1,2,4, J.-P. Beaulieu1,2,25, M. Dominik1,5, K. Horne1,5, J. Greenhill1,6, J. Wambsganss1,3, J. Menzies1,7,
A. Williams1,8, U. G. Jørgensen1,9, A. Udalski10,11, D. P. Bennett1,12, M. D. Albrow1,13, V. Batista1,2, S. Brillant1,4, J. A. R. Caldwell1,14,
A. Cole1,6, Ch. Coutures1,2, K. H. Cook1,15, S. Dieters1,6, D. Dominis Prester1,16, J. Donatowicz1,17, P. Fouqué1,18, K. Hill1,6,
N. Kains1,19, S. Kane1,20, J.-B. Marquette1,2, R. Martin1,8, K. R. Pollard1,13, K. C. Sahu1,14, C. Vinter1,9, D. Warren1,6, B. Watson1,6,
M. Zub1,3, T. Sumi21,22, M. K. Szymański10,11, M. Kubiak10,11, R. Poleski10,11, I. Soszynski10,11, K. Ulaczyk10,11, G. Pietrzyński10,11,23

& Ł. Wyrzykowski10,11,24

Most known extrasolar planets (exoplanets) have been discovered
using the radial velocity1,2 or transit3 methods. Both are biased
towards planets that are relatively close to their parent stars, and
studies find that around 17–30% (refs 4, 5) of solar-like stars host a
planet. Gravitational microlensing6–9, on the other hand, probes
planets that are further away from their stars. Recently, a popu-
lation of planets that are unbound or very far from their stars was
discovered by microlensing10. These planets are at least as numerous
as the stars in the Milky Way10. Here we report a statistical analysis of
microlensing data (gathered in 2002–07) that reveals the fraction of
bound planets 0.5–10 AU (Sun–Earth distance) from their stars. We
find that 17z6

{9% of stars host Jupiter-mass planets (0.3–10 MJ, where
MJ 5 318 M› and M› is Earth’s mass). Cool Neptunes (10–30 M›)
and super-Earths (5–10 M›) are even more common: their respec-
tive abundances per star are 52z22

{29% and 62z35
{37%. We conclude that

stars are orbited by planets as a rule, rather than the exception.
Gravitational microlensing is very rare: fewer than one star per

million undergoes a microlensing effect at any time. Until now, the
planet-search strategy7 has been mainly split into two levels. First,
wide-field survey campaigns such as the Optical Gravitational
Lensing Experiment (OGLE; ref. 11) and Microlensing Observations
in Astrophysics (MOA; ref. 12) cover millions of stars every clear night
to identify and alert the community to newly discovered stellar micro-
lensing events as early as possible. Then, follow-up collaborations such
as the Probing Lensing Anomalies Network (PLANET; ref. 13) and the
Microlensing Follow-Up Network (mFUN; refs 14, 15) monitor
selected candidates at a very high rate to search for very short-lived
light curve anomalies, using global networks of telescopes.

To ease the detection-efficiency calculation, the observing strategy
should remain homogeneous for the time span considered in the ana-
lysis. As detailed in the Supplementary Information, this condition is
fulfilled for microlensing events identified by OGLE and followed up by
PLANET in the six-year time span 2002207. Although a number of
microlensing planets were detected by the various collaborations
between 2002 and 2007 (Fig. 1), only a subset of them are consistent

with the PLANET 2002–07 strategy. This leaves us with three compatible
detections: OGLE 2005-BLG-071Lb (refs 16, 17) a Jupiter-like planet of
mass M < 3.8 MJ and semi-major axis a < 3.6 AU; OGLE 2007-BLG-
349Lb (ref. 18), a Neptune-like planet (M < 0.2 MJ, a < 3 AU); and the

1Probing Lensing Anomalies Network (PLANET) Collaboration, Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris, Université Pierre & Marie Curie, UMR7095 UPMC–CNRS 98 bis boulevard Arago, 75014 Paris, France.
2Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris, Université Pierre & Marie Curie, UMR7095 UPMC–CNRS 98 bis boulevard Arago, 75014 Paris, France. 3Astronomischen Rechen-Instituts (ARI), Zentrum für Astronomie,
Heidelberg University, Mönchhofstrasse 12–14, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany. 4European Southern Observatory, Alonso de Cordoba 3107, Vitacura, Casilla 19001, Santiago, Chile. 5Scottish Universities
Physics Alliance (SUPA), University of St Andrews, School of Physics & Astronomy, North Haugh, St Andrews, KY16 9SS, UK. 6University of Tasmania, School of Maths and Physics, Private bag 37, GPO
Hobart, Tasmania 7001, Australia. 7South African Astronomical Observatory, PO Box 9 Observatory7935, South Africa. 8Perth Observatory, Walnut Road, Bickley, Perth 6076, Australia. 9Niels Bohr Institute
and Centre for Star and Planet Formation, Juliane Mariesvej 30, 2100 Copenhagen, Denmark. 10Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE) Collaboration, Warsaw University Observatory, Al.
Ujazdowskie 4, 00-478 Warszawa, Poland. 11Warsaw University Observatory, Al. Ujazdowskie 4, 00-478 Warszawa, Poland. 12University of Notre Dame, Physics Department, 225 Nieuwland Science Hall,
Notre Dame, Indiana 46530, USA. 13University of Canterbury, Department of Physics & Astronomy, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch 8140, New Zealand. 14Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San
Martin Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21218, USA. 15Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, PO Box 808, California 94550, USA. 16Department of Physics,
University of Rijeka, Omladinska 14, 51000 Rijeka, Croatia. 17Technical University of Vienna, Department of Computing, Wiedner Hauptstrasse 10, 1040 Vienna, Austria. 18Laboratoire Astrophysique de
Toulouse (LATT), Université de Toulouse, CNRS, 31400 Toulouse, France. 19European Southern Observatory Headquarters, Karl-Schwarzschild-Strasse 2, 85748 Garching, Germany. 20NASA Exoplanet
Science Institute, Caltech, MS 100-22, 770 South Wilson Avenue, Pasadena, California 91125, USA. 21Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics (MOA) Collaboration, Department of Earth and Space
Science, Osaka University, Osaka 560-0043, Japan. 22Department of Earth and Space Science, Osaka University, Osaka 560-0043, Japan. 23Universidad de Concepción, Departamento de Fisica, Casilla
160-C, Concepción, Chile. 24Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HA, UK. 25Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, Gower Street,
London WC1E 6BT, UK.
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Figure 1 | Survey-sensitivity diagram. Blue contours, expected number of
detections from our survey if all lens stars have exactly one planet with orbit size
a and mass M. Red points, all microlensing planet detections in the time span
2002–07, with error bars (s.d.) reported from the literature. White points,
planets consistent with PLANET observing strategy. Red letters, planets of our
Solar System, marked for comparison: E, Earth; J, Jupiter; S, Saturn; U,Uranus;
N, Neptune. This diagram shows that the sensitivity of our survey extends
roughly from 0.5 AU to 10 AU for planetary orbits, and from 5 M› to 10 MJ. The
majority of all detected planets have masses below that of Saturn, although the
sensitivity of the survey is much lower for such planets than for more massive,
Jupiter-like planets. Low-mass planets are thus found to be much more
common than giant planets.
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Our software package TANGOBI(44; 45; 46; 47) designed for detection efficiency calculations
uses a grid of 230 pre-computed magnification maps(48), which speeds up the computations (a
critical aspect here) and allows a robust treatment of finite source effects. The (logarithmically
spaced) grid covers the ranges 0.1 ≤ d ≤ 10 and 10−5 ≤ q ≤ 10−2, with a denser sampling in the
“lensing zone” (0.6 ≤ d ≤ 1.6).

We account for finite-source effects in the modelling by introducing an additional parameter
ρ∗, the source’s angular radius in θE units. To derive its value, we first need to estimate the
physical radii of the source stars. By drawing a histogram of the full OGLE light curves source
magnitudes from seasons 2002-2007, we clearly distinguish a peak for the Main Sequence and
a peak for giant stars, with a transition magnitude at I0 ≃ 17. Each individual microlensing
event is then assigned a type based on its OGLE best-fit source magnitude, either “giant” with
R∗ = 10 R⊙ or “main sequence” with R∗ = R⊙. When 2MASS data were available (for a
couple of events only), we have checked that the source radii were correctly estimated. We
then combine the information on tE and R∗ using again the model of Ref. (49) to derive an
estimation of ρ∗. We find that for the sample of events used in this work, the three grid values
10−3, 2.5× 10−2 and 10−2 for ρ∗ provide sufficient accuracy for sampling the sizes of the source
stars. The magnification maps for each of the three source sizes are then convolved with a linear
limb-darkened source (of fixed coefficient aLLD = 0.5). After fitting, the final ε (log d, log q) for
a given event is then determined by interpolating between the source size grid.

Planet observations or formation theories are usually expressed in terms of the planetary mass
M and orbital semi-major axis a. To convert our efficiency ε (log d, log q) into these parameters,
we adopt the Bayesian approach based on the measured value of tE and detailed in Ref. (49),
which leads to ε (log r, log M), where r refers to the projected planet-star separation in AU. In a
further step, the desired efficiency ε ≡ ε (log a, log M) is obtained by convolving ε (log r, log M)
over r assuming isotropic circular orbits for the planets(50).

We define the planet detection sensitivity S (log a, log M) as the expected number of planets
that our survey can detect if all lens stars have exactly one planet of mass M and orbit size a,
which reads

S (log a, log M) ≡
N!

n=1

ε(n) , (3)

where N is the total number of events included in the analysis.
For the reference season 2004, we find that the detection efficiency is well described by a

power law ε(n) ≃ ε0 × 10−γn, with n the events ordered by decreasing detection efficiency, and
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Figure S3: The thin black curves are the mass cumulative distributions of the 26 events of
season 2004 used to compute the detection efficiency (or the planet sensitivity). The red bold
solid curve is the resulting mean mass cumulative distribution. 68% of our probed stars lie in
the mass range between the two dashed vertical lines.

dashed red lines. Hence, 68% of our probed stars lie in the mass range 0.14 to 1.0 M⊙.

3 Planetary abundance

3.1 Planet detection sample

Despite ten new planets having been detected by microlensing during the 2002-2007 study
interval, proper statistical treatment to arrive at the planetary mass function necessarily ex-
cludes all detections but those arising from the PLANET observing strategy as applied solely to
PLANET+OGLE data. For a valid detection in that sense we demand that:

a) The event was picked up by the PLANET collaboration exclusively according to data

9
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– L AT H A M  E T  A L . ,  A P J  
transits (kepler)

“… the multiples account for […] one-third of all the planet candidates.”  
!

“False positives […] are much less common for the multiples, as expected.” 
!

“…systems with multiple transiting planets are less likely to include a transiting giant planet.”  
!

“…close-in giant planets tend to disrupt […] small planets in flat systems…”

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 732:L24 (4pp), 2011 May 10 Latham et al.

Figure 1. Planet radius vs. orbital period. The bottom panel shows periods
shorter than 60 days using a linear scale; the top panel uses a log scale to
show the entire range of periods. Planet candidates in singles are plotted in
red, and in blue for those in multiples. Kepler finds very few giant planets in
systems of multiple planets. This conclusion is not affected by the rather large
upper limit that was adopted by Borucki et al. (2011b) for RP. The published
CoRoT planets are plotted in green. Only one of these, CoRoT-7b, is smaller
than Neptune, and the radial-velocity observations suggest that it may have a
non-transiting companion (Queloz et al. 2009).

is still unfinished. Furthermore, some types of false positives,
such as hierarchical triples, are extremely difficult to identify,
especially for shallow events. Thus, we expect that there are still
false positives lurking among both the singles and the multiples.
Nevertheless, in general, it must be true that false positives
due to chance alignments must be much less common among
multiples than singles, and even for singles the rate of residual
false positives among the vetted candidates may be as low as
5% or 10% (Morton & Johnson 2011).

4. PLANET RADIUS VERSUS ORBITAL PERIOD

The process of fitting transit models to KOI light curves
delivers two primary observable characteristics of the candidate
planet: the planetary radius, RP (where we have adopted the KIC
value for the stellar radius), and the orbital period, P. The plot
of these two quantities against each other is shown in Figure 1
where the active KOIs in multiples are blue and the singles are
red. Single planets come in all sizes, but there are relatively
few giant planets in transiting multiples. The pile-up of giant
planets near three days is obvious, with no corresponding pile-
up of planets, either large or small, among the multiples. The
detection limit is especially clear in the lower right corner of
the upper panel, where period is logarithmic. The edge of the
distribution of detected candidates has a slope of 1/3 as expected
(the total number of data points during transits varies nominally
as P −2/3).

The distributions of planet radius versus period are shown
more quantitatively by the histograms in Figure 2, where we
have collapsed Figure 1 onto the RP and log P axes in the upper
and lower panels, respectively. The vertical scales for the singles
and multiples have been normalized so that they both have the

Figure 2. Histograms for the number of planet candidates vs. planetary radius
and period. Singles are shown in shaded red, multiples in cross-hatched blue.
The vertical scales for the singles and multiples have been normalized so that
they both have the same area under their histogram. Planets smaller than Neptune
dominate both samples, but more so for the multiples; 69% for the singles and
86% for the multiples.

same area under their histograms. Planets smaller than Neptune
dominate both samples, but more so for the multiples; 69+2

−3%
for the singles and 86+2

−5% for the multiples. The error estimates
for these percentages only consider Poisson noise and do not
include any contribution from uncertainties in RP. The difference
in the radius distributions between the singles and the multiples
is highly significant; the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test gives
a probability of 2 × 10−10 that they are drawn from the same
parent distribution.

The period distributions for singles and multiples are quite
similar. To the eye there may appear to be a slight shift to shorter
periods for the singles, but the significance of this difference is
not supported by the K-S test, which reports a probability of
10% that such differences could occur by chance.

Figure 3 compares the number of singles versus the number of
systems that are multiples, as a function of effective temperature.
Because nearly all of the host stars are on or near the main
sequence, effective temperature is a reasonable proxy for host-
star mass. The K-S test reports that the difference between the
two distributions is marginally significant, with a probability
of 0.008 and D value of 0.1. It appears that singles may be
more common than multiples around the hotter, more massive
stars, while the multiples are more common than singles around
the cooler, less massive stars. This might be related to the
tendency for close-in giant planets to be less common around
low-mass stars (Johnson et al. 2010), and/or to the tendency
for small planets in the RP range 2–4 Earth radii to be much
more common around cool stars in the Teff range 3600–4100 K
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– L I S S A U E R  E T  A L . ,  A P J  
transits (kepler)

“The distribution of observed period ratios shows that the vast majority of candidate pairs are 
neither in nor near low-order mean-motion resonances. Nonetheless, there are small but 

statistically significant excesses of candidate pairs both in resonance and spaced slightly too 
far apart to be in resonance, particularly near the 2:1 resonance.”  

!
“We provide constraints on the true multiplicity and mutual inclination distribution of the 

multi-candidate systems, revealing a population of systems with multiple super-Earth-size and 
Neptune-size planets with low to moderate mutual inclinations.”

The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 197:8 (26pp), 2011 November Lissauer et al.

Figure 18. Contour plot of the significance (S2,6, Equation (10)), i.e., the
probability that a simulated population matches the Kepler observed population
of systems with two or more transiting planets with radii between 1.5 and 6
Earth radii, periods between 3 and 125 days, and with S/N of 9.2 or greater
(see Section 6 and Table 8). The horizontal axis shows the average number
of planets assigned to all stars in the “uniform” model and the vertical axis
shows the inclination width as drawn from a unimodal Rayleigh distribution
σi,U for the mutual inclinations in degrees. A plus sign marks the best-fit model
described in the text and Table 8. Contours showing S2,6 equal to 0.05, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 are shown. Models outside the thicker 0.05 contour would be
rejected as unacceptable fits with an 95% confidence level. Note the clear trend
that, in order to match the Kepler observations, the simulated population must
have a higher inclination dispersion if the number of planets per star is larger.
For this multiplicity distribution, populations with mean inclinations greater
than ī ≡ σi

√
π/2 ≈ 5◦ are adequate, but not as good as fits with smaller

inclination dispersions. A contour plot considering the significance S1,6 for the
same parameters has lower values in general, and they are shifted such that at the
same value of Np,U a higher inclination dispersion (by about ∼2◦) is needed.

Figure 19. Same as Figure 18, but where the number of planets (in the specified
range) is drawn from a Poisson distribution (without allowing zero planets) with
width Np,λ and the inclination dispersion is given by a Rayleigh of Rayleighs
with width σi,R. In this figure, we show contours of S1,6, i.e., these simulated
populations were fit to all Kepler transiting planet systems. These populations are
worse (but still adequate) fits to the observed numbers than the model shown in
Figure 18, and show the same trend of increased inclination dispersion required
at higher multiplicity. The Kepler observations alone cannot put a strong limit
on the true multiplicity of planetary systems.

cost of being somewhat incomplete, especially in the range 16
< S/N < 20. Correcting for this incompleteness would increase
the number of simulated planetary systems needed to match
the observations, bringing up our estimates to that calculated
in B11.

The simulated population models with unimodal inclination
dispersions (σi,U ) do much better when they do not attempt to
match the number of observed singles. The difficulty in simulta-
neously matching singles and multis can be seen qualitatively by
comparing the ratio of doubly transiting systems to singly tran-
siting systems (O2/O1 = 0.148) to the ratio of triply transiting
systems to doubly transiting systems (O3/O2 = 0.282). These
two ratios are quite different, yet the probability of an additional
planet transiting depends only on the semi-major axis ratio and
the mutual inclination (Ragozzine & Holman 2010; Tremaine &
Dong 2011), regardless of the number of planets. We have also
found that the probability that a planet passed the S/N detection
threshold is also more-or-less independent of multiplicity, i.e.,
the detectability can be estimated on a roughly planet-by-planet
basis. (In detail, systems with high multiplicities tend to have
planets with longer periods, which typically lowers the duty cy-
cle, and therefore the summed S/N, somewhat.) The simulated
populations have both the geometric and detectability probabil-
ities decreasing at an approximately constant rate as additional
planets are added, generally leading to ratios Ej+1/Ej that are
nearly constant.

Unlike in the majority of the simulated populations, the ob-
served Oj+1/Oj ratios are not similar and Kepler may be seeing
an “excess” of singly transiting systems. Note that this cannot
be attributed to the apparent fact that “hot Jupiters” appear to be
singletons (Latham et al. 2011), since we are considering objects
that are smaller than 6 R⊕. Some of the excess singly transiting
systems could be false positives, but we find it unlikely that the
majority of the shortcoming can be ascribed to bad candidates.
An excess of singles and/or very high inclination multi-planet
systems, in the form of a population distinct from the one pro-
viding the overwhelming majority of observed multi-transiting
systems, is strongly suggested on theoretical grounds for long-
period planets due to a distinction between systems that have
had large dynamical scatterings in the past versus those systems
that have remained relatively calm (e.g., Levison et al. 1998),
and it may be present in the short-period population we are
modeling here.

As we are only attempting to match at most six multiplicity
frequencies Oj, we cannot justify adding a full second population
to our fits since this would require four highly degenerate
parameters. Instead, we investigate the fits only to the observed
population with two or more transiting planets (i.e., 2 ! j ! 6)
using the same method described above. Most of the constraint
on this population is from the ratio of O3/O2. It is important
to note that the comparison statistic S is not modified when
there are fewer degrees of freedom, so that the larger values of
S2,6 compared to S1,6 may not imply better fits in a statistically
significant way.

The best fit for multis alone (S2,6 = 0.94) is given by a
population of systems with Np,U = 3.25 (i.e., 75% of systems
with three planets and 25% of systems with four planets) and
with a single Rayleigh inclination width of σi,U = 2◦, implying
a mean inclination of ī ≈ 2.◦5. This population produced an
excellent match to the observations, though it obviously cannot
explain systems with five or more planets (but see Section 7).
This population produced only E1 = 174.2 singly transiting
systems. The underproduction of singly transiting systems is a
trend that is shared with all the best-fit distributions with 2 !
j ! 6, suggesting that as many as two-thirds of the observed
singles could derive from a different distribution than the
simple population model that matches the higher multiplicities.
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Figure 13. Multiple-transit probability for candidate four and five planet systems
as a function of mutual inclination from Monte Carlo simulation. The curves
correspond to individual systems as identified in the upper right. For each
increment in mutual inclination, the multiple transit probability was computed
by assigning a sky-frame inclination to each planet candidate in the system
determined by the given mutual inclination with respect to an isotropic reference
plane (i.e., a random observer’s line of sight), and a random nodal angle
(Ragozzine & Holman 2010). All orbits were assumed to be circular. Stellar
sizes and masses were taken from Table 1 of B11. A transit was defined as
the center of the planet passing over any part of the star’s disk. At low mutual
inclination, where the planets are nearly coplanar, the probability of all the
planets transiting is given by the geometric transit probability of the outermost
planet. As the mutual inclination increases, the probability quickly decays, as
detecting all the planets then requires a fortuitous alignment of the observer’s
line of sight and the orbital node of each planet.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

in the same system or by other means (Ragozzine & Holman
2010).

Given the large number of multi-candidate systems identi-
fied in B11, we can approach the question of the inclination
distribution of the population statistically. The more mutually
inclined a given pair of planets is, the smaller the probability
that multiple planets transit (Figure 13; see also Ragozzine &
Holman 2010), and thus the smaller the fraction of multi-planet
systems that we would expect to see. Therefore, an investiga-
tion of coplanarity requires addressing the number of planets
expected per planetary system. Of course, the question of plan-
etary multiplicity is also inherently interesting to investigate.
Here we provide a self-consistent estimate of the multiplicity
and coplanarity of typical systems using a statistical approach
involving Monte Carlo generation of simulated planetary sys-
tems. A similar study, undertaken contemporaneously with the
second phase of our work, was recently presented by Tremaine
& Dong (2011), who take an analytical approach that is in some
ways more general.

6.1. Simulated Population Model

6.1.1. Model Background

The number of observed transiting planets per star is affected
by several observational biases. The two most notable are that
the probability of transiting decreases with increasing orbital
period and that for a given size planet transiting a given
star, the duty cycle (and thus likelihood of detection) is a
decreasing function of orbital period, because the fraction of
time that a planet spends in transit is ∝ P −2/3. With the current

observations, we have little to no insight on the non-transiting
planets in these systems, though eventually investigations of
transit timing and duration variations (or the lack thereof) will
be able to place limits on such planets (Steffen et al. 2010;
Ford et al. 2011). If we knew about the presence of every
planet, transiting or not, then the problem of determining the
typical multiplicity would be much easier; in this sense well-
characterized RV surveys have the advantage that they are much
less sensitive to the inclination dispersion.

A useful way to address the problem of non-detections
is to create a forward model of transiting planet detections
based on a minimal number of assumptions and a relatively
small number of tunable parameters and then to compare
the output of this model with the properties of the observed
systems. The model described here uses Kepler’s observed
frequency of planet multiplicity to estimate typical values
for the true multiplicity of planetary systems as well as the
mutual inclination between planets in the same system. After
choosing a distribution for the number of planets assigned to a
random Kepler star (characterized by the parameter Np) and their
relative inclinations (characterized by σi), the model computes
how many of these planets would be detected, requiring a
geometrical alignment that leads to transit and an S/N large
enough to be detected. This process is done for a sufficiently
large number of simulated planetary systems (we use 106 per
simulation), and then the results are compared to the observed
frequency of multi-transiting systems. Although imperfections
in the model and both systematic and statistical uncertainties in
the observations only allow an approximate answer, Kepler data
enable the first serious attempt at using observations to measure
the typical values of Np (number of planets in a system) and σi

(characteristic inclination dispersion) for a sample consisting of
a large number of planetary systems.

To isolate the distributions of multiplicity and inclination,
other aspects of the simulated systems (such as radius and
period distributions) must be consistent with the true underlying
distributions. This requires some interpretation of the observed
distribution and the identification of potential biases. Here, we
hold the period and radius distributions fixed and pre-select them
in a way that the output of the simulation will closely match the
observed distribution. Our techniques for finding the debiased
distributions differ from those used in Howard et al. (2011) and
Youdin (2011), but is sufficient for the results discussed herein.

A good example of our methodology is the choice of the
period distribution. The differences between the observed and
true underlying period distributions are determined primarily
by the geometric bias of observing planets in transit, which
scales as a−1 ∝ P −2/3. As discussed in B11 and confirmed
by our investigations, after correcting for the geometric bias
and discarding very short periods (P < 3 days) and large
planets (Rp > 6 R⊕), the remaining Kepler candidates are
generally well described by a uniform distribution in log P .
The largest departure of the observed sample of P > 3 days,
Rp < 6 R⊕ candidates from a uniform distribution in log P is an
excess of observed planets near ∼20 day orbital periods (semi-
major axes near 0.1 AU), as discussed in B11. We consider a
two-component period distribution: one component uniformly
distributed in log P and another represented in a histogram
as a Gaussian in P. The parameters of the Gaussian and the
relative ratio of these two components were minimized by taking
the resulting period distributions and comparing them to the
observed distribution with a K-S test. The best fit was a Gaussian
centered at 6.5 days with a width of 11.3 days (rejecting without
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radial velocity (CORALIE / HARPS)

“… Most of the SEN planets belong to multi-planetary systems. The orbital eccentricities of the SEN 
planets seems limited to 0.45.[…]” 

M. Mayor et al.: The HARPS search for southern extra-solar planets

A new program to explore the possibility to detect habitable
planets orbiting solar-type stars with HARPS started 2 years ago
(Pepe et al. 2011). A measurement strategy is applied to limit the
influence of stellar noises (acoustic and granulation noises) and
observations are carried out as often as possible, ideally over sev-
eral years, in order to extract a potential planetary signal possibly
hampered by lower frequency noise sources (spots etc). This ob-
serving strategy is quite demanding in terms of telescope time,
and forced us to limit the size of this precursor sample to only
10 solar-type stars. These 10 stars where selected according to
their proximity (< 16 pcs) and for having a low level of chromo-
spheric activity. After only 2 years, already 5 low-mass planets
have been discovered orbiting three stars among the ten (Pepe
et al. 2011). We should first mention a 3-planet system hosted
by the metal deficient ([Fe/H]= -0.40) star G4V HD 20794. For
these three planets the detected very-low radial-velocity ampli-
tudes (0.83, 0.56 and 0.85 ms�1) are already impressively small
and correspond to masses of (2.7, 2.4 and 4.8 M�), respectively.
Another low-mass planet has also been detected (Pepe et al.
2011); it is hosted by the metal-deficient ([Fe/H] = - 0.33) K5V
star HD 85512. Once again, the velocity amplitude is smaller
than the meter per second (0.77± 0.09 ms�1). With an orbital pe-
riod of 58.4 days and a minimum mass of 3.6 M�, HD 85512 b
seems to be located inside, but close to the inner boundary, of
the habitable zone of this K5 star (Kaltenegger et al. 2011b).

Let us notice the proximity to the solar system of Gl 581
(6.06 pcs) and HD 85512 (11.15 pcs), and their age very similar
to the Sun’s one (5.8 and 5.6 Gyr). The detection of HD 85512 d
is close to the HARPS limit of detectability but demonstrates
the possibility of detecting super-Earths in the habitable zone
of solar-type stars. To evaluate the sensitivity of Doppler spec-
troscopy to detect super-Earths in the habitable zone we have
selected the 10 stars measured with HARPS and having the
largest number of measurements. When multiple measurements
are done on the same night, with the purpose to reduce the granu-
lation noise influence, these measurements are counted for a sin-
gle data point. All these stars have been measured more than 165
times during several years. Altogether 29 planets have been dis-
covered orbiting these ten stars. We have evaluated the detection
limits for these 10 stars, and sketched them in the m2 sin i� log P
plane (see Fig.18). Consodering the actual calendar of measure-
ments of the ongoing HARPS survey, if the number of measure-
ments is large enough (let say larger than 165 per star), we obtain
a detection sensitivity close to 100 % for a 10 M� super-Earth up
to orbital periods of one year. The corresponding detection prob-
ability is still close to 20 % for a 3 M� planet.

A new spectrograph called ESPRESSO is presently devel-
oped for ESO’s VLT at the Paranal Observatory. We can also
mention the development of a northern copy of HARPS to be
installed on the TNG (3.5-m telescope) at La Palma, Canary
Islands. This project should contribute to the radial velocity mea-
surements and mass determination of Kepler mission’s planet
candidates. Part of the HARPS-N observing time will also be
devoted to the detection of Earth twins orbiting solar-type stars
in the solar vicinity. We can be confident that in the coming ten
to twenty years we should have, by the radial-velocity measure-
ments, an important contribution to a first list of solar-type stars
with habitable planets and an estimation of their frequency.

7. Conclusions

The (still continuing) HARPS survey has already allowed a de-
tailed study of statistical properties of planetary systems over the
mass domain from a few Earth masses to several Jupiter masses.
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Fig. 18. The figure illustrates the limits of detection for very low-
mass planets based on only the 10 stars of the HARPS sample
with more than 165 HARPS measurements per star. Mote that
29 planets have been discovered orbiting these ten stars!

This survey provides information over three orders of magnitude
of planetary masses. Thanks to the sub-meter-per-second preci-
sion of HARPS and the significant number of observing nights
dedicated to this survey over the last 8 years, exceptional results
have been obtained. The overwhelming importance of the pop-
ulation of low mass planets on tight orbit has been quantified.
About 50% of solar-type stars host planets with mass lower that
30 M� on orbits with period shorter than 100 days. The lower
limit for this frequency value is set by a residual detection bias
below two to five Earth-masses at periods from few to 100 days.
Quite obviously any extrapolation to lower masses in that range
of periods would further increase this occurrence rate. On the
other hand, because of the possible existence of a population
of solid planets with rising density below a few Earth-masses
(Mordasini et al. 2009b) any extrapolation to lower masses is
highly speculative.

The time being, the presented mass distribution indicates that
we are in presence of two populations of planets. They are sep-
arated by a ”gap” in the mass distribution at about 30 Earth-
masses, which cannot be the consequence of a detection bias.
These populations have quite di↵erent characteristics:

– The population of gaseous giant planets (GGP) with masses
above 50 Earth-masses covers the range of periods from days
to several thousands of days, but the frequency is rising with
the logarithm of the period log P (Fig. 7). These planets ex-
hibit an upper-mass limit which increases with the orbital
period (Fig. 6). The occurrence rate of GGP is about 14%
(m2 sin i > 50 M�, P < 10 years). Furthermore, the occur-
rence rate of GGP is strongly correlated with the host star
metallicity (see black histogram in Fig. 12). In a systematic
survey to search for planets orbiting metal deficient stars,
Santos et al. (2011) have detected only three GGP among
120 observed stars. All the three GGP have host star metal-
licities close to -0.5 dex, which was the upper limit set to the
metallicity of the host stars in that survey. It seems that the
observations set some lower limit to the host star metallicity
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Soon transit, RV, astrometry and direct 
imaging will start to probe the same (nearby) 
stars: complete picture of planetary systems

cf. talk by C Dressing
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• We seek “planet incidence function” fplanet(θ1,θ2,…,θN), where {θ} are  

• parameters of star (e.g. Teff, log g, [Fe/H])  

• parameters of planet (e.g. M, R, P, e, i…)

• We have data from various surveys sensitive to different subsets of these 
parameters

• Not all data leads to detections, but all contain information about fplanet

• Key questions: 

• What is the optimal way to learn fplanet from the data? 

• How can we combine data from different types of surveys?
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• Consider data Dij for target star i in survey j, sensitive to parameters {θ}j

• Evaluate likelihood P(Dij|{θ}j) using sampling approach e.g. MCMC

• Posterior P({θ}j|Dij) = P({θ}j) P(Dij|{θ}j) / P(Dij), where 

• P({θ}j) is prior 

• denominator is marginal likelihood for star i, P(Dij) = ∫P({θ}j) P(Dij|{θ}j) d{θ}j 

• The optimal prior would be P({θ}j) = ∫fplanet({θ}) d{θ}≠j, where 

• {θ}≠j represents the parameters survey j is not sensitive to

• We want to learn this from the data using ALL the information we have
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• Global marginal likelihood for entire survey P(Dj) = ∏i P(Dij) 

• optimise P(Dj) with respect to fplanet, 

• using ALL the data, not just the detections - accounts for sensitivity

• This implies a proposal form for fplanet, 

• can be parametric (e.g. power-laws) or semi-parametric (e.g. histogram, GP)

• Under certain assumptions, optimisation of P(Dj) may be analytic 

• otherwise, use importance sampling → publish your likelihood samples!

• In principle, formalism is readily extended to multiple surveys with different {θ}j 

• e.g. learn planet mass-radius relation from combined RV and transit surveys

cf. talk by L. Rodgers
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I T ’ S  N O T  T H AT  S I M P L E …

• evaluating the likelihood is not always easy 

• complex parameter space 

• ill-understood noise properties 

• inhomogeneous coverage

• false positives - things that mimic planets

• multiple planets  

• the incidence and properties of individual planets depends on the existence 
and parameters of other planets in the system 

• also stellar companions…
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most main sequence stars host at least one planet

small planets are very common and gregarious

we know eta-Earth … to within an order of magnitude

massive planets outside 10 AU probably formed and evolved differently

statistics of planets within 10 AU strongly support core accretion & disk migration
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SOC: S. Aigrain, A. Collier Cameron, L. Eyer, P. Gregory, E. Feigelson, 
C. Koen, M. Liu, O. Malkov, C. Moutou, S. Quanz

Invited speakers will include both statisticians and astronomers

Associated hack day at U. Hawaii to try out statistical analysis methods / packages
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